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TRI-STATE BINDING CO.
BOX 5795
MUMS, TENN.
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"The South's Independent Weekly"
Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You They
Appreciate Doing Business With You.Patronize Them.
MEMPHIS, TENN., SATURDAY, MAY 16, 1964

xmlafe Owner Admits Loan Co. Robbery
Chased Six

toom and Knife Fight
A man in Holly Springs,
Miss., is reported to be
taking photographs under
the pretense that he is employed as a photographer
for the Tri State Defender.
He has called at several
churches. According to the
report he calls himself Mr.
Johnson. Beware of this
man. He is not and has
never been employed by
the Tri-State Defender.

Mrs. Annie B. Williams of down here, I'll sweep some8231,42 S. Lauderdale and Mrs. thing on you."
Nancy Payne, who lives down- Mrs. Payne said that Mrs.
Haywood Eugene Harbert,
stairs at 821 S. Lauderdale, Williams then flew into a
who had attempted to make a
rage,
were once friends, but that grabbed a knife and
go of the restaurant business
charged
closeness appeared to be gone down the stairs shouting,
before taking up robbery of
"I'll
forever when the two appear- kill you!"
loan companies as a way of
ed in City Court Monday mornearning money, was held to
"I hit her with my broom,"
ing.
the state on Monday after
Mrs.
Payne
said,
"and
then
Mrs. Williams was arrested
Pleading guilty to robbing at
in
ran
and
screenlocked
the
last Friday after she invaded
least four firms.
Mrs. Payne's apartment and door.
Harbert, who wore a small
slashed her three times on the "She cut my screen with her
moustache and was known as
111
arm after threatening to kill knife, unlocked it and came 1111101111111111801iteilalt110111111118111111t111111118
"Nat" by his friends, was arin and attacked me with her
rested last Friday afternoon
ording to testimony given knife. I suppose she would
after racing six blocks in a
in City Court before Judge have killed me if some neighchase from police while carryBeverly Boushe, Mrs. Payne bors had not come in and got
ing $2,000.
was sweeping her porch last her off me," Mrs. Payne said.
Last winter, following the
Friday afternoon when Mrs. She was treated at the hospital
holdup of a loan firm on Jackand
released.
Williams yelled down and told
son ave., a youth wearing
her, You better not sweep Mrs. Williams denied all in
clothes similar to those a robanything on my car."
court, and continued to talk
ber was supposed to have been
Mrs. Payne said that the after the Judge fined her $15
wearing was shot in the hand
TEA
ROOM
PICKETED
woman had been parking her for disorderly conduct, plus
when he and his associates
After a group of students were arrested for staging a sitcarried on with community and civil rights leaders and started running
1100111100100110110finialinikiiii10010110111110
car near her back door for costs.
when officers
In at the Normal Tea Room and charged with a conowners of the tea room. Peaceful picketing Was carried
yeas, and that she had not
While Mrs. Payne was wait- Thorny Lafon
answered the call.
spiracy to interfere with trade, the Intercollegiate chapter
on
Under
the
watchful
eyes
had any trouble with her ing for the elevator, Mrs.
of
the
Emergency
Squad
of
When
taken to the police
During the year 1810, in
of the NAACP picketed the restaurant located at 539 S.
the Police Department, which was on the scene in nearly
about the automobile.
Williams came by and told her, New Orleans, Thorny Lafon
station later, victims of the
Highland near the Memphis State university. A truce
She said that she continued "I am going to get you," then was born of a black Haitian
robbery cleared the youngster
full force.
was declared this week while negotiations were being
sweeping and Mrs. Williams added, "I am going to have mother and a French father.
of any implications in the robkept shouting to her about not you arrested."
bery.
Early in the 19th century, the
touching the car, and she fi- Mrs._ Payne's only answer richest and most cultured NeHarbert, who was a popular
nally answered, "If you come was a faint smile.
student while attending Bookgroes in the United States
er T. Washington High school,
lived in New Orleans. This was
and who had operated "Nat's
a class of free Negroes, mostly
Place" on Hernando st., and a
mulattoes and slaves; some
cafe on Florida timed last
owned cotton and sugar planFriday's holdup for the rush
tations. Others were noted
hour — 5 p.m. — and he came
writers, artists, dress designers
in
just after a bank deposit
and businessmen.
bag had been filled. It was alA Union officer who saw
so near closing time
them after the city had fallen
-Just as in.-previous robberies,
to Federal forces in the
Harbert came into the office
War said he was amazed at
and asked about a loan before
their number and wealth.
pulling a pistol and demand"These are not the former
ing the money.
slave but the former masters,"
He told officers, following
he said.
his arrest, that he would wear
Early in his childhood, Lafon
two shirts and two pair of
was deserted by his father. He
trousers to the holdup 'scene,
began to earn a living by doand quickly dispose of the
ing odd jobs. For the next
outer garments in making his
several years he managed to
getaway.
save most of his earnings
Last Friday, however, his
which he invested in real
escape was hindered when he
estate. As a result of his
REBEL RABBLE ROUSERS
brought his clothes in a paper
shrewd investments he became
At the same time that students were picketing the
them, to wave Confederate flags, and to sing "Dixie." One bag and changed into them on
very prosperous.
a nearby back porch.
Normal Tea Room near Memphis State university, other
of the tea room picketers was beaten by members of this
By the time he reached the
Five minutes later Harbert
students gathered across the street to shout Insults at
small mob after he left the area. (M. L. Reid Photos).
age of 60, he was said to be
was caught by Patrolmen H.
one of the richest men in New
M. Lambert and S. L. Lester
Orleans. Because Lafon had
on Waldran near Poplar after
felt the sting of poverty, he
running six blocks through
decided to spend the remainder
yards and over fences
of his life helping the underWhile appearing in City
privileged and needy. He built
Court on Monday to the charge,
a home for the aged; another
despite Judge Beverly Boilfor homeless boys; gave genshe's warning that anything
erously to public causes,
A packed audience is expectthat he said could be used
churches and charitable bodies. ed to gather at
against him and that he was
Metropolitan
Gov. Frank G. Clement was ference also went on record
Owen's college's public fund- and pastor of Metropolitan Bap- THREE MILLION
Baptist church at 3:30 p.m.
entitled to have a lawyer, Harurged to sign and implement "opposing the current efforts
raising drive has been set to get tist church. Goal for the drive During the last 23 years of Sunday to
repeated that he was
observe the tenth
the Tennessee Fair Practice being made to amend the Bill bert"
underway Friday, May 15 and is $25,000.
his life, Lafon made large con- anniversary of the
guilty.
Supreme
will continue through June 15. Vice chairman of the drive
Code,
submitted
to
him
by
the
of
Rights
section
of
the
U.S.
Court's decision outlawing
See NEGROES, Page 2
Heading this year's month- is Ben G. Oliver. Jr., vice presiCommission on Human Rela- Constitution concerning prayer
segregation in the nation's publong effort will be Dr. S. A. dent of Universal Life Insurtions, according to a news re- in public schools."
lic schools.
Owen, chairman emeritus of ance Company.
lease from the Tennessee State
Other positions taken by the
Freedom Sunday, May 17,
the College's board of trustees, Funds raised will be used for
Conference of NAACP Branch- conference over which Rev.
will be observed across the
the current budget, library
es, meeting at the Memphis Frank Gordon, the president
United States, and in Memphis
books; business instructional
NAACP headquarter on Herthe guest speaker will be Atty.
CIVIL RIGHTS BILL
equipment, faculty salaries and
nando St., last Saturday.
Vernon E. Jordan, Jr., of
1. "We commend President Do you want a job which
benefits, ahd for developing a
The conference also went
Atlanta, former NAACP field
Lyndon
Johnson for his forth- will pay you more than your
proposed
master plan for the
on record "deploring the lack
secretary and presently an
right
support
of the Civil present job? Do you want a
two-year
L.
,
r
the
new location
of support given the pending
assistant to the excutive direcRights Bill currently before job which will pay you acinstitution.
Civil Rights bill by Senators
tor of t h e Southern Regional
the U. S. Senate. We applaud cording to the amount of work
"Owen College, now in its
Albert S. Gore and Herbert S.
Council and assistant director
him for courageously express- you do? Do you want a job
10th year, has obtained 95 per
Walters,"
of the Voter Educational Projing his support of and work- on which there is no salary
cent of its income, and 90 per
The NAACP State conect.
ing for the Bill in every sec- limit?
cent of its, support, from NeAtty. Jordan is a graduate of
If your answer to the above
tion of the nation, including
Manassas high school stu- groes. Most of the students are
DePaul University and the
the heart of the Confederacy. questions is yes, contact the
dents won six of the 13 honors from Memphis. Memphis h as
LHoawwardumUilneivaerssittuydeSncthhooel o-f
2. "We also commend those Advertising Department of the
given during the Eigth Annu- an opportunity to share in the
re Gov.
senators of both political par- Tri-State Defender. Available
al Mathematics Contest, spon- work of this outstanding insticeived many scholastic honors'
ties who (1) are leading and are positions for Salesmen in
sored by the Tennessee Mathe- tution," said Dr. Owen.
and awards for his oratorical
supporting efforts to pass this the Advertising Department.
matics Teachers Association at The college, located at Vance
ability.
Bill without crippling amend- Call JAckson 6-6397 today and
Takfig Center, No. 3, LeMoyne Avenue and Orleans Street,
his youth, the young
ments and (2) are ready and ask for Mr. Whittier A. Sengc WEge, recently Manassas took serves 308 students. The collawyer
awyer had a leading role in
willing to Vote for cloture to Istacke.
all honors in Senior Compre- lege is planning to move to a
Do not worry if you have
60-acre site on Horn Lake
stop the current "talk-in" in
hensive:
not had previous experience
the U. S. Senate.
First place, William Hurd, Road in Whitehaven in three
3. "We commend those mem- in advertising salesmanship,
second place, Lenol Anderson years,
Dr. Owen, for whom t h e
bers of the United States we will train you on the job.
and Phyllis Y. Atwater, third
college was named, has been
House of Representatives who Persons 21 years of age and
place.
NEW YORK — (VIP) — Ne-ernor Rockefeller. Ambassador voted for the Civil Rights Bill. older are eligible for the job.
Winning first place in Plane pastor of the Metropolitan Bap4. "We call upon Governor Persons who are retired from
gro -voters would prefer Gov- Henry Ciibot Lodge
Geometry was Joyce Jones of tist Church 41 years, and is in
rated third
ernor Nelson A. Rockefeller
Frank Clement to use his per- other professions will be conShelby County Training h is 28th year as president of
position
and
the civil rights sonal influence and the pres- sidered.
over any of the potential ReSchool; second place, Marion the Tennesse• Baptist MisA Georgia State senator, Le- gro in Southeastern states.
Call JAckson 6-8397 for addipublican candidates for the issue was indicated as the most tige of his office as Governor
Don Winbush of Father Ber- sionary and Educational conR.
Johnson
of
was
roy
Atlanta,
is
He
elected
dominant
to
his
presfactor
in the forthPresidency
of this reat State to publicly tional information.
trand High and Joseph Jones, vention, which supports the scheduled to come
office
in
to
ent
1962.
coming
In
1963
he
elections.
chairman
of
Meinphis
college. He was
support the Civil Rights Bill.
also of Father Bertrand.
be guest speaker June 3 was elected one of Atlanta's This is the virtually unani- The
Algebra II winners were: the college's Board of Trustees to
poll demonstrated a 5. "We deplore the lack of
mous opinion of 34 publisher&
when
the
local
chapter
of
the
Five
Outstanding
Young
Men
February.
last
until
Geraldine Y. Brown of Washand editors of leading Negro dramatic rejection of Arizona support given the Civil Rights
Other members of the Fund- Co-Ette club sponsors a Grad- by the Atlanta Chamber of newspapers who participated in Senator Barry Goldwater. Ndt Bill so far by our Senators —
ington high; first place: Earnesdinner-dance
City
uation
at
Commerce.
He
was
appointed
include
Committee
Raising
only did the senator fail to re- Albert S. Gore and Herbert
tine Townsel of Manassas,
auditorium.
by President Lyndon B. John- a nationwide survey. The re- ceive a single vote
second place; and Fred L. Mrs. Marie Adams, Dr. James Johnson, 36,
in the S. Walters. We urge them to
Ne- son to represent the United sults of which were disclosed
is
the
first
Harry
T.
Cash.
J.
S.
Byes,
S.
Washington
high.
"preference of Negro voters" immediately reconsider their
Townsend, of
be elected to the Geor- States at the independence earlier this week.
gro
to
Mrs.
Hobson,
B.
Louis
Edwards,
question,
but
also 31 of the 34 intention to support amend- Elliston Heights Civic club
third place.
The poll, taken by Vital Ingia State Senate since Recon- ceremonies in Zanzibar, Africa
Winners in Algebra I 1-ere: G. W. Stanley Ish, Jr.
formation Press, a news-fea-'balloting expressed the opin- ments to several sections of has made plans to install new
struction
Days.
A
natiy!
of
AtRev.
Dec. 9, 1963.
Id D. Register of E. A. Also Robert S. Lewis,
the ion that the Negro Republican the Bill, which will tend to officers during a meeting at
13 ro
Mar- tante, he attended Morehouse Senator Johnson is married ture syndicate, showed one will not accept
Dunn Avenue School cafetoriGoldwater in weaken the Bill.
ld Junior high, first J. A. McDaniel, Dr. B. B.
New York Governor a 10 to
1
college,
Atlanta
university
and
MonHannibal Parks, Jesse D.
to the former Cleopatra Whit- favorite over former Vice pres- view of his opposition to cerPRACTICE um, 1500 Dunn Avenue,
p ace; Clarence E. Brister of tin,
FAIR
TENNESSEE
Carolina
Of
Law.
School
North
g,
of
Twig
tington.
They
are
parents
the
day, May 18, at 8 p.m.
Manasst, second place:. and Springer, Lewis H.
ident Richard Nixon whom tam n civil rights proposals.
CODE
public
school
taught
before
He
Nichael
Dr.
I.
A.
V.,
13.
expected
to
a son,
Guest speaker is
tying or third place were Mrs. R. Q. Venso n,
pollees regarded as Rockefel- While 18 of the 34 were con- "We respectfully urge GovA. becoming a criminal investigaAlso expected at the dinner
be Atty. Ben L. Hooks. All
Ethyl R. Northcross of Manes- Watson, Sr., Henry White,
closest
Thirty
ler's
competition.
Young, tor in the solicitor general's
members are urged to attend.
Ste GOVERNOR, Page 2
SAS and Patricia A. Lane of C. Williams, Dr. W. H.
of the 34 voting chose Gov- See ROCKEFELLER, Page 21
See' GEORGIA, Page 2
office, another first for a Neand Robert Wright.
Porter Junior high.
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Negroes
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Gone Days
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Rev.S. A. Owen To Head
$25,000 Fund- Raising
grive For Owen College

Atlanta Lawyer
To Speak For
Freedom Sunday

Governor Urged To Sign
'Fair Practice Code'

Manassas Wins
6 Of 13 Places
in Math Contest

Georgia State Senator To Speak
At Memphis Club Dinner-Dance

Rockefeller Is Most
popular GOP Candidate
With Negro Voters, Now

SATUR
••••••••
DEFENDER
'Left

Continued From Page 1
the struggle against discrimination in the state of Georgia
and was active in the legal
fight to integrate the University of Georgia.
•
Music for the May 17 Mass
Meeting will be rendered by
the senior choir of Columbus
Baptist church under the direction of Leonard Mitchell.
Memberships and merit awards
will be presented.
The rally will bring to an end
the. NAACP's Spring Membership Campaign and mark the
beginning of the Voter Registration Drive under the direction of Mrs. Peter G..Crawford.
All members and friends of
the NAACP are i!,vi•ed to attend the meeting.

Retires From Kress
After 22 Years
Mrs. Bessie M. Ross of 278
Lucy ave., retired from the
S. H. Kress company on April
30 after 22 years of service
for the firm.
Now that she has retired,
Mrs. Ross said that she will
continue her club and church
work and travel around the
United States.
Mrs. Ross is the wife of the
late Mr. John Ross.

services. Left-right are: Eugene Collins, Aiteena
Supt. Stimbert, Melvin Tuggle and Mozelle Starks.

!Ionor Society members at Booker T. Washington high
school are chatting with Supt. E. C. Stimbert, following
his address at the school during Honor Society induction

Cerita Harrison, assistant sec- .
retary, and daughter of Mr. ill
WO /firs. Elmer Harrison. ..
Veda Reeves, business manContinued From Page 1
ager, daughter of Mrs. 'Vera . Condoned From, Page 1
will be Mrs. Edward Davis of Johnson and Richard Reeves; tributions
organiz*s
to
Detroit, Mich., founder of the Maudette Brownlee, chairman I5ghting for the cause o
e
of the junior boasd, daughter
Co-Ette cluti; and reprqsentaof Mrs. George Brownlee and Negro. He supported the Abollives from chapters in Nashthe late Mr. Brownlee; Lynda itionist movement, the Amerville, Detroit, Houston and
Hargarves, chaplain, daughter ican Antinlavery Society and
Nashville.
of Mr; and Mrs. Alan Har- the Underground Railroad
Other honored guests will graves; Brenda Ann Sawyer, movement. Because he was exinclude Elder Blair T. Hunt, daughter of Mrs. Otha S. Saw- tremely modest, he avoided
pastor of Mississippi Blvd. yer and the late Mr. Sawyer; publicity.
Christian church; and Dr.-Hol- Julie Saville, journalist, At his death In 1893, Lafon
lis Price, president of LeMoyne daughter of Dr. and Mrs. A. F. left the remainder of ,his
college. .
Saville; Patricia McClellan, wealth — some 8600,000 (which
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. would be worth about three
The Graduation
in
million today) to charity.
will climax a very ac- Thomas McClellan; Evelyn By 1893, the prestige oftithe
tive.season for club members, Simmons, daughter of Mr. and Negro in New Orleans had
which included raising fUnds Mrs. Joseph Simmons; Carol fallen very low. The Ku Klux
for the United Negro College Marie Thompson, niece of Miss Klhn had taken over and Jim
Harry Mae Simons and assoFund and the NAACP.
ciate member Lavern Brandon, Crow practices such as segreCo-Ett, graduates to be hon- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 0. gated public transportation
which had not been known in
ored at the dinner followed by iL Brandon,
New Orleans prior to the qi
"il
a formal dance, include.:
Other Co-Ettes are: Mae
War — had been introd
J.
Myrna D. Williams, president, Oliva Byas, daughter of Dr. However, despite this
rad cal
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. James S. Byes; change, so great had Lrfon's
Lynne Ulen, daughter of Mrs.
James D. Williams;
prestige become that the state
Twyla Miles, first vice pres- hfcrjorie I. Ulen and Millard legislature voted to honor him
Ulen; Rose Marie Bell, niece
ident and Miss Co-Ette of
An memoriam.
1963, daughter of Mrs. Charles- of Mrs. J. R. Parker; Joyce TRUE-HEARTED
Ann Cochrane. daughter of
teen Miles and John Miles;
A noted white author in
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Cochrane,
Angela Flowers, second vice
Louisiana at that time, Grace
Delane Graham, daughter of
president, daughter of Mr. and
King, wrote: "Thorny Lafon,
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Graham;
Mrs. Charles Flowers; Wandra
seeing no color nor sect in his
Shelia Grant, daughter of Mr.
love for mankind, distributed
Johnson, recording secretary,
and Mrs. Erskine Grant;
his life's earnings indiscrimidaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Clarice Hobson, daughter of
nately among black and white,
C. Johnson; Jacquelyn Young,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis B. Hobson;
Protestant and Catholic alike.
social secretary, and daughter Muriel
Horne, daughter of "The
state legislature has
of Mr. i.nd Mrs. Samuel Shaw; Dr. and
Mrs. Arthur E. Horne; ordered
his bust to be carVed
Yvonne Robinson, daughter of
and set up in the public instiMrs. Omar Robinson and the tutions
of the city,... It will
late Mr. Robinson; and Jo- be the
first
testimonial
hanna Sandridge, daughter of by a state to public
a man of color in
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Sandridge.
recognition of his broad huMiss Erma Laws is sponsor
manitarianism an true-hearted
of the local 28-girl club. For
philanthropy."
additional information con"Thanks to thee for u ' ' g
cerning the dinner-dance call high
principle with g
..
275-8546 or 942-4107.
No name will live longer t an
thine — LAFON."
So wrote a poet upon haring of Lafon's death.
..--

Governorl

vinced that President Lyndon
Johnson would be victorious if
Coottoued From Page 3l
elections were held tomorrow,
13 of those polled expressed ernor Frank Clement to Sign
their personal belief that and implement the
Tenneasee
Rockefeller would make the Fair Practice
Code which has
beat showing against the in- been
submitted to him by the
cumbent Chief Executive.
Governor's Commiysion on
Twenty-one of the newspaper Human
Relations.
executives are convinced that
U. S. SUPREME COURT'S
the Negro voter will accept
DECISION ON PRAYER IN
Lyndon Johnson "as a good
Democrat before thinking of PUBLIC SCHOOLS
him as a Southerner," but one "We oppose current efforts
of those who answered this being made to amend the sill
question in the affirmative, of Rights section of the U, S.
at
added a grim note that "after Constitution. We feel
the elections, the truth will be- changing this section will *ad
to
the
ultimate
destructiogt of
come known." Ten of the 34
balloting believed that bias individual liberty in this canagainst white Southerners trY."
would influence Negro voters
in their consideration of John- 'Scab' Trashmen
son.
VANCOUVER, B.C.— (UPI)
Pennsylvania Governor Wil—An official of the striking
liam Scranton drew top vote
Garbage Collectors' Union has
as "the most effective viceaccused enterprising college
presidential candidate" for the
students of being scabs.
GOP. Robert Kennedy was
Since the refuse collectors
the overwhelming choice with
went on strike more than a
15 votes for vice-presidential
week ago, the students at the
potential for the Democrats.
University of British Columbia
The VIP poll drew replies
have been hauling garbage in
from 21 states, the majority
their automobiles and trailers,
of which are heavily populated
collecting a fee of 25 cents a
by Negroes, and the District
of Columbia. There are Negro car
newspapers in only 30 states.
In 1980, Vital Information
Press conducted a similar poll
which tested reaction to the
suggested possibility of the
naming of a Negro to the CabTERMITES -ROACHES
'net.
WATER BUGS -RATS
Editor's Note: The Tri-State
Licensed and Bonded
Defender participated in the
poll.
CALL US BEFORE YOU AN,

PEST

EXTERMINATING CO.

Arctic survival expert puts his money
on the nation he helps guard
DEW Line worker buys Savings Bonds
every month on Payroll Savings
Investing in the nation that invests in him is just
common sense. to Walton I. Ahmaogak of Barrow,
Alaska. Walton, of Eskimo descent, had a big hand in
the construction of America's DEW Line (Distant
Early Warning Line).
When the Dew Line was being constructed, it was
Mr.Ahmaogak who led the tractor "trains" to the sites.
When the construction crews found it difficult to work
In the exacting climate, Mr. Ahmaogak, an expert on
Arctic survival, taught the men to live with some of
the world's most demanding conditions.
When the purchase of U. S. Savings Bonds through
Payroll Savings was suggested to employees of Federal
Electric, International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation's service associate which operates and maintains the Dew Line for the U. S. Air Force, Mr. Ahrnaogak was among the first to sign up.
41 think it's a good investment and good for the
country," he says with a typical simple and direct logic.
Mr. Ahmaogak puts $50 a month into Payroll Savings. He's been doing it for over six years. And, he
says he's going to keep right on doing it.

Easy automatic saving
Rolm? Bonds through the Payroll Savings Plan is an
excellent investment in our country, and a wonderful

way to make sure you're saving something. If you're
like most of us, you find it hard to save anything. This
way it's automatic and you know exactly what the
return will be. For every $18.75 you put away, you
know you'll get back $25 when the Bonds mature.
Look into the Payroll Savings Plan where you work.
It's a safe, completely automatic way to save, and it
gives you a big bonus of freedom.
"Join up now," gays ITT
President Harold S.Geneen,
Chairman of the U. S. Industrial Payroll Savings
Committee.
"Walton Ahmaogak may
be the northernmost buyer
of U. S. Savings Bonds,
but there are eight million
Americans like him who
regularly invest in America
through the Payroll Savings Plan," says Chairman
Harold S. Geneen. "Join up
now. You save for your
country at the same time
you save for yourself. Your
financial strength is the
country's strength. And
your savings in Bonds
speak for freedom around
the world. At a time when
freedom's enemies are
stronger than ever."
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EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE!.

CALL
NOW OPEN
Modern conveniences. Special
rates to school, clubs, and
churthes. For reservations call'
397-4348.

CO•z• EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7.4033

SEE THE STRANGE AND EVIL SIDE OF LIFE'
OUR TO THIE UNUSUAL
SMUT MATTIR AND THEM OP

We must classify it eneritable for youth as many
quinces are bold and daring and might be consider".
offensive to minors of impressionable age. "The
stirs" deals with the shadowy side of life and is pretented entirely from a woman s point of view. You win
see scenes never before shown, as 'The Molesters" is 0
absolute adult motion picture, dealing with many of life
hidden and strange ilosiret.
as afiosiffsi AMC by, it...*

PLUS SECOND HIT!
Dean Martin - Elizabeth Montgomery in —
"WHO'S BEEN SLEEPING IN MY BED"
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Librarians To-24
THE LOCAL FRONTIERS 1 MR. EZRA FORD, former
The State Department of
frilernational, the only inter- (principal of Capeville high
Education will pay up to 8100
in travel and subsistence funds
'national service club of Negroischool is still confined to Colfor teachers or librarians who
lura, finally came up with a line Chapel hospital where he
plan summer study to upgrade
ambitious program. We are has undergone treatment for an
themselves.
glad that the club is becoming illness
since his resignation
The money will be paid for
intireasingly more active in
study at any Tennessee instiseveral weeks ago. We hope
aitintmunity affairs.
tution offering a library trainthat Mr. Ford will soon recoving program which meets reer. Also on the list of the ill
quirements for certification of
is Melvin Bond. That accounts
teacher-librarians.
The state department is esfor his business being closed
pecially interested in teachers
recently.
now
serving. as librarians or
THE DELTAS ARE ON THE
teacher - librarians without
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Mitchell Student Gets
Carnation Scholarshil

Memphians Among
176 AFROTC Galles

The DixieclubHeight
Bell'
Community
sponsored
its
annual Spring tea at the apse-f
ious home of its president,
Mrs. Mae B. Wardsworth, of
Wilson St. Registeringguests
NASHVILLE — Nineteen
was Miss Carmella
Guy.
AFROTC cadets were inductServing at the puncll table A Mitchell High school
sen- ities of leadership, seriousness ed into .the Vance H. Marchwere Miss Kathleen Reynolds ior is one of
83 students across of purpose, qualities of schol- honks Squadron Arnold Air
and Miss Martyna Hayes.
the nation to be awarded an arship, scholarship record, fi- Society of AFROTC DetachProceeds from the Tea have Eldridge A. Stuart Scholarship
nancial need, recommendation ment 790 at Tennessee A&I
been earmarked for the club's sponsored by the
Carnation of prior school attended, and University here last week.
charity projects. Mrs. Pearl Milk Company
Scholarship eligibility according to the re- The society is a professional
Campbell, founder of the club, Foundation,
quirements of the school the honorary organization of seis secretary.
The student is Thomas. Row- applicant wishes to attend.
lected advance AFROTC cadets
land, son of Mr. and Mrs. The scholarship will take from 176 of the nation's leadJames L. Rowland of 4827 care of expenses for tuition, ing colleges and universities.
Peace rd., in the Lakeview room and board and books
Cadet Major Richard R.
Garden community,
and other educational needs of Dunn, a senior from
Orlando,
Rowland plans to attend the student.
Knoxville college and take a The student's father is a Fla., is the Squadron Commander. Capt. Tames 0. Hill is
pre-law course,
post office employe, and his
Stuart scholarships are mother is the well-known con- faculty advisor.
awarded to students. on the sultant for Carnation Milk,' The new members in;ducted are: Wrenscy Hill of
basis of moral character, mull- Mrs. Lola Rowland.
Memphis, Wing Commander;
—
Curtis Lee, Pontiac, Mich., executive officer; Samuel Scott,
Simons Island, Ga., chaplain,
Nathaniel Adams, Hartsville;
Garrett C. Dean, Alcoa; Limmie Dorse, Moscow, Tenn.;
Gregory P. • Hardin, Killen,
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Ala.; David D. Knight, EstaPlace Your Order Now
buchie, Miss.; Willie LamFor Individuals And Groups
bright, Coca, Fla.; Ford Otey,
Nashville, Tenn.; James
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
Reeves, Jackson, Tenn.; Euley
Simington, Williston, Tenn.:
CUSTOM
TAILORS
Robinson Simon, Memphis:
Henry Thompson, Charleston,
S. C.; Thad Turner, Stanton,
Tenn.; Robert Browning, Port
Arthur, Texas; Carlos Henning, Denmark, Tenn.; Charles
Memphis, Tennessee
Stafford, Opa-Locka, Fla.
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Club To Celebrate
11th Anniversary
The Helping Hand Community club has made plans
to celebrate its 11th anniversary Sunday, May 17 at St.
Pe ter Missionary Baptist
church, 1464 Pillow.
The. featured address is expected to be made by t he
club's president. Mrs. Marie
Jones. A tea will follow in
I Perry Hall. Members and
I friends Of the club are urged
I to attend.
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CME Church Urges Passage Of
Pending Civil Rights Bill
The Christian
Methodist meeting of the General ConEpiscopal church went on rec- nectional Board or the CME
ord in favor of "continued.,.sup. church, the interim govering
port of civil rights move
tglY of the church.
during a three-day m1
g
a ' 'Other actions taken by the
01.'2/I.
(May 4-7) at Hotel Gary and denomination during the week
the Israel CME church in Gary, included hearing and reviewing the works of the Depart"But they that wait upon morning sunlight, never to re- Ind.
In a statement sent to key mental Boards, Commissions
the Lord shall renew their turn. It had been raised as a
•
strength; They shall mount up chicken, cooped in a barnyard, congressmen and leaders in the and Committees.
with wings as eagles. they but it was an eagle by birth- Nation's capitol, the church The Commission on location
declared: The CME church 1n}g
shall run and not be weary; right.
of the next General Conference
they shall walk and not faint." This relation takes on new supported and will continue unaminously approved to acto
support responsible Cfvil
— Isaiah 40:31
light when we compare our- Right Groups and movement cept the bid of Miami, Fla. for
EAGLE'S DESTINY
selves and our status to that in the national struggle for full the 1966 General Conference,
The famous African educa- of this eagle. The Bible states equality of all people regard- which is held quadrennially.
The 1962 Conference was held
tor, Dr. James E. K. Aggrey, that man was made in God's less of race, creed or color.
according
to Whitney M. image — morally socially, The statement went on to in St. Louis. Mo.
A pane/ consisting of ten
Young Jr., once told about a culturally, and spiritually.
denounce the "flagrant abuse
leaders of the church spoke
farmer who went hunting in
The source of our strength of senatorial privilege" some
the woods and found a new- lies in the fact that daily we senators are using in an at-, on thJ "Ecumenical Concerns
born eagle, which he took are going to strive to be just tempt to kill the Civil Rights of the Christian Methodist
Church," emphasizing the inhome and raised among his like Him. The very fact that legislation pend;ng.
chickens.
The statemen, cautioned re- volvement of the denomination
many people have resigned
with other religious. bodies.
Some three . or four years themselves to the fact qat be- sponsible citizen, of both races The Christian MERBOglist Epislater, a passing naturalist hap- cause they are in lowly state to "assert the needed. leader- copal Church is in-conversapened to observe the eagle and they muse .remain .there has ship in Amerisa'ssfight to al- tions on cooperation -and mer:berated the farmer saying. contribararlargely to the cur- leviate the itliiustices,and in- ger with the major branches
"You have an tale there. )1 rent cotiditjon of our world equalities of tiur-siaciety before of Methodism inchtdang The
MEMPHIS BAHA'IS
is unnatural for you to confine and society at large. There the irresponallale - 'utra radical Methodist Church, The AfriMemphis Bahals were photographed on the steps of the
v- must be omething to give us elements move to-' much into can Methodist .Episcopal
if."
Ole, Dr. Thomas H.
.„...
he
forefront."
The
statement
Baha'i
Center,
36
N. Cleveland St., following a one-day
Jackson, Tenn.
•. The farmer :replied that he impetus and power and that
churchr and the The African
was
read
by
Bishop
Bertram
session.
Among the group is Mrs. Erma Ilayden, of Nashwas innocent of any wrong only comes from the inside. W. Doyle.
Methodist Episcopal Zion
senior
bishop
of
The
church.
motive "Reividea" he said. This eagle had known noth- College of Bishops.
The C.M.E. church is com"since the eagle has been rais- ing but chickens — chickens
The occasion was the annual
prised of nine Episcopal Di;'
ed from birth as a chicken, it were his friends by day and
tricts with more than 400,000
is for all intent and purpose a bed mates by night. He never
The Memphis Bahaas met ship.
thought of anything else than
constituents throughout the
of Justice elected at the World ifaith into more than 130 new
chicken."
behaving
like
a chicken. Then
U. S. A. and Ghana and Ni- May 3 for a day-long session
The delegate was Mrs: Erma . Congress of Baha'is in London languages, expansions of the
The naturalist offered to
geria
cab-re
in
one
Africa.
day
something
It
was
foundalong
prove differently. He attemptto receive the report of the iHayden (Mrs. Robert) of Nash- in April 1963.
Baha'i gardens on Motint
stirred up something
ed in 1870 in Jackson, Tennesed to coax,1101.saalile..to spread and
Tennessee delegate to the Na- ville, who is music director of
Among goals of the nine- 'Carmel and the construction
see.
He
shw
"a
little
within.
ditr
its great wings. After many
year la14111 are to raise the num- of two additional houses .of
ional Baha'i convention, which !Davidson County schools.
Dr, Charles Dinkins, presifailures, the naturalist, in ferently, he feft a little difMrs. Hayden told of the ber of Baha'i Centers in the worship, one in the Republic
was held April 23-26, in Witferently, and he acted a little dent of Owen college, will dedesparation, early one mornmelte, Ill., in Foundation Hall nine-year plan formulated by world to more than 50,000; of Panama and one in Tihrart,
differently.
liver the baccalaureate sermon
ing took the eagle to ,the top
f the Baha'i House of Wor- the year-old Universal House translating literature of the IIrans
to 109 graduating seniors of
be
with
So
us
it
should
of a high cliff and said,
when that moment comes into Geeter High school on Sunday,
"Eagle, thou art an eagle. Thou.
should feel a little May 17, 'at 5 p.m., and the Five Memphians are attendart meant to fly in 'kir sky our lives we
ing the General Conference of
public is invited.
and not walk on -tbs.'earth. differently to the point that
The graduation address will the African Methodist Episcowe become new creatures beLift your wings aiist.dlaar
be given te Rev. Lawrence pal Zion church, convening
MAN'S BIRTHIONT, cause we have found our real F.
Haygooct,pastor of Park- at Jones Tabernacle AME
selves.
The eagle t
way Gardghe. Presbyterian ZION in Indianapolis, Ind, The
LEAVE 'CHICKENS'
ly as if new 11
to
Socially, spiritually, cul- church, on Tuesday night, May convention will continue
it, looked otrunerViaUe
turally, intellectually many of 9, in the exercises which start, through May 20.
horizon, lift=
Delegates from the Memphis
have satisfied ourselves in at 8 p.m.
wings and soatretlfrf
the us
living life at its lowest ebb. Diplomas will be presented district of West Tennessee and
to
graduates
by
Elder
Blair
Mississippi Annual Conference
Countless numbers of people
have associated with the T. Hunt, a member of the Shel- include:
bly
County
Board
of
Education
Rev. W. J. Neal, Rev. Fred
chickens so long until they are
and pastor of Mississippi Blvd. Shegog, Rev. Amanda D. Balunder the illusion that they
Christian church.
lard, Mrs. Maggie Hines Patare chickens too.
Awards, scholarships and terson, Mrs. Sarah 0. Brown,
challenge
before
But
the
church
at
Pilgrim Baptist
plaques will be read and pre- Ernest A. Young.
North Second and Looney pre- each of us as Christians today sented by Frank Phillips, Jr.#
sented its Calendar Tea at the is to rediscover ourselves to assistant pririiipil •.of •t tre
church last Sunday and a the point that we will be able school.
large number desponded to to soar like an eagle, run and
T. J. Toney is principal of
not be weary, walk and not Geeter.
the affair.
Leaders for the month were faint.
AS Colors end Colo;
Mrs. Juanita Crenshaw, Mrs.
Combinations
Know Your Negro History
Addle Boyd, Mrs. Frances KelBadges for U.S.,. and
the
Lincoln,
Abraham
Organizations
ler, Mrs. Julie Williams, Mrs.
"Grent Emancipator," took the
Beulah Duncan, Mrs. Althea
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a
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sonal work.
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CURVILINEAR OPTICAL ILLUSIONS
Curvilinear Optical Illusions is the name of the first place
award -winning Project of Andrew L. Kelley, a student at
Douglas high school. The seventh annual Memphis Area

Science Fair was held recently at Le54oyne college. It is
sponsored jointly by the Universal Life insurance Carnality and the Tri State Defender.

SEISMOGRAPH
The Seismograph Is being discussed by Howard Averyhart.
left and Gregory Grier, both of Carver high school. The

seismograph, created by Averyhart and Grier, won a first Place award at the Science Fair.
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TO OUR POLICYHOLDERS AND SHAREHOLDERS
Nineteen }kindred Sist-lhis'e ,ias a historical, scar of grcai
11(11i2ance. ibis
impact in this mosement is as not resiricted to the NOCi;11 :INA • it 111CI
'
l'IbMell is ith
or
LII
ii
geocrateil itesv,pi.s`,Stiresis hich
iinc" Icsolts
dodnomic and FI,Okines5
!we .1,...-colcd as it challenge to stimulate. our cliOggvor :t0 buiLt., Si.ammoth 01,1.55 economic unit s.ip,rhL ‘,1 stirs is mg in the main-stream our our ootintry,
••ecorteni,.
M e hai . continued to finance homes by ins.':sting in mortgage loans %1111,11 ;II Ilie end
of the scar totalled $4.775,788. representing 211.45i'i of all assets. We are stinking other areas
il inscstment sili cli is il prose economically constructive and significant. We had an increase
in pa)ments to polic‘holderc--- total payments %s ere $19498111.
Cr. I K.

culture

CULTURE MEDIA

media and harmless bacteria was
the project displayed at the Science Fair
by Dryll Moody of Carver high school. The
project was one of the first-place winners.

SPECIAL
OFFER

OF 1963

HIGHLIGHTS
Insurance In Force

$123,455,564 00

Total Assets

16,784,046.88

legal Reserves

12,729,454.39

Total Premium Income

Nest 'scar Ise celebrate our Fiftieth Anni,ersary. We look forward to yntr sharing this
important ock.asion in ith us. Much remains to he done before Mammoth achieses the ohjeellses•mhictt were the dreams of its founders forts-nine sears ago. Some progress has been
made sincee first faltering step ssavtaken July 12. 1915 hut there is a long journes Ahead.

5,700,647.55

Net Investment Income

589,707.76

Total Paid Policyholders

1,949,610.911

Net Gain From Operations

FACTORY TO YOU

%%e call our attention to the charts contained herein %% Inch reseal mitre eloquently.
than %se can express. the importanee ni our is pp.trt is bids has made progress through gronth
possible.

Aceontplishments. 'a, resealed in this statement. have been possible because. of )our
support. We appreciate the assistance gisen thus tar and earnestly solicit )our continued cooperation.

216,563.07

Capital And Surplus

1,977,770.70

Agency Force Exceeds SOO

12 Yrs. Manufacturing Experience

1 Complete Hollywood Bed Sets

ASSETS

2 MATTRESSES
2 BOX SPRINGS
12 LEGS
ALL FOR

•

ESCIOw

E-Z TERMS
Stop & Shop-Cleveland at Poplar

akr

..-••••••••••

I
l Box sm.n
I

d6*

$2,424,195.46

$ 9,704,949.30

55,192,060.29

254,879.61

221,649.00

162,1113.00

Mortgage Loons on R•a: Estero

4,775,718.55

3;341515.73

1,6115,977.08

5316,106.32
1 04,431.97

1,112,327.14

5263,423.81

135,804.80

70,837.72

Cosh and Bank D•posite
Deposits — Mortgal• Sorvicing AVMS

303,729.96
54,015.53

301,485.61
32,311,20

Pr•miums Due and Deferred
Inv•strnent Income Due end Accrued

282,992.96

1 35,236.27

159,559,03

. TOTAL ADMITTED ASSETS

-0-

490,545.29

Policy Loans

' 263,423.11
2,106%87
164,304.96
—0-.
4 19,691.57.

$1,990.00
$16 784r016.11

20,974.64 4-4
59,845 634.11

#4 51,113,117.39
Ir

55

/41,4 lk,:t

LIABILITIES
Legal R•ser.as

$12,729,454.39

$7,483,343.12

13,363,777.37

Claim R•sitryes
Premiums and Intor•st Paid in Advanc•

209,938.46

103,531.32

68,752.46

234,310.51

70,553.50

40,470.13

117,806.91

$8,592.54

210,364.12

141,962.34
1 56,380.1 2

90,089.01

25,172.76

10,977.16

Tax•• and Expens•s, Accru•d
Amount. Withheld Sr R•tain•d by Company as Trustee
Mandatory Securiti•s Valuietion R•s•rY•

165

1953

Bends

•

„

1958

Stocks
Real Este.:
Prop•rti•s Occupliid by Company $852,890.29
Investment R••I Ester• 259 436.85

$5995

1963

Policyholders Reserv•—
D•troit Metropolitan Mutual Ins. C•.
Res•rv• for Military Coupons—
D•troi t Metropolitan Mutu,s1 Ins. Ca.
All Other Liabiliti•s

88,152.04

1,028,219.1 9
41.
S4816.63
27,076.99

TOTAL LIABILITIES (Except Capital)

38,540.16
514,801,276.18

56,0$.09
51,019.483.32

$3,714,888.81

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS

FACTORY TO YOU
MATTRESS FACTORY STORE
1348 POPLAR
at Cleveland
Orders Acesetorll
I.4A"1"
Ph"

"at ,

3500

Ca pital Paid-Up

600,000.00

300,000.00

200,000.00

Contingency Riser..

400,000.00

375,000.00

125,000.00

Ass•t Fluctuation R•s•rvis

20,000.00

20,000.00

R•s•rv• for Reinsured Busin•ss

709.16

70,262.29

Unassignod Surplus

957,061,54

TOTAL CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
TOTAL LIAR/L/71E5, CAPITAL AND SURPLUS

—0-0771,671.51

),010,890-50
$ 1,977,770.70
$16,714,044.18

51,446,152.79
$9,165,636.11

MAMMOTH LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY
HOME OFFICE IN THE IP OF DOWNTOWN LOUISVKLE, KENTUCKY
LOCAL OFFICE
Mr. W. W. Butler
Associate Agency Director

T. J. Mar:et*, Menetw
331 Vence Avenue
Jackson 5-7161

61,016,9711.14
$4,113,07,3°
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Hauser And Our Schools
conscionable boss manipulates
events at will and can hide his
hands without fear of being
called to account f or his misdeeds.
But even in politics, the law
of retribution inexorably pursues its course. No man retains
power forever. And in politics
as in life's comic opera there
are no perpetual idols.
By frustrating the will of the
people, the City Hall moguls
are hastening the fall of the curtain on their own necks. The oft
told bed-time tale that the public schools of Chicago are denuded of politics, must be recounted, from now on, only to feebleminded children or incurable
fools.
To be sure, some folk in the
Willis camp, are ready to rest
deception that all is well. They
refuse to perceive that tensions
are severe and will grow more
so as time goes on. Against such
deceivers of themselves and of
the community, however, are
aligned strong, organized, determined forces of t he people
who insist upon facing issues
squarely. exposing the weaknesses of the school system
openly, and advocating farreaching programs of the most
constructive kind.
It is not an overstatement to
say that the Chicago schools are
now deeper in politics than ever
before. Dr. Hauser should
thank God that he is not a member of the clique that pays daily
homage to the City Hall "Lord"
who sits on the throne like a
deaf Buddha, impassive and indifferent to the cries of the people.

Notwithstanding
Thaddeus T. Stokes
THEY ARE SENTIMENTAL
A giant step was made in
Memphis last Saturday morning.
The step was made with no more
fanfare or noise than would emit
from a sparrow's feather falling
upon a lawn.
Two veteran Negro policemen
were put in charge of two Negro
squads — the first time in the
history of Memphis' police department. Detectives Ben Whitney and Wendell Robinson are
the officers in charge. Also
Patrolman Elmo Berkley has
been tenatiyely assigned detective duties—land has been riding
with Tom Marshall, since May I.
Det. Whtney will have about
nine patrolmen under him from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Det. Robinson
will take over at 5 p.m. and continue to close out time.
JERRY D. WILLIAMS
Whitney, Marshall and Berkley are the last three members of
class '51, still serving on the police force. Other members have
since gone hither and yon. Each
man can boast of 14 years of service.
Other recent changes in the
department include the transfer of another veteran of 15
years, Rufus J. Turner, from
homicide division to the vice
squad. At the same time W. A.
Harris was promoted from a patrolman to detective duties and
assigned to work with Det. Turner. This is the first time too—
that Negro officers have been assigned to the vice squad, which
is now headed by Inspector E. L.
Barksdale.
Whitney and Robinson are
working under Asst. Chief Henry E. Lux.
The big question is WHAT
HAPPENED TO JERRY WILLIAMS? He started on the police
force in 1949 as a patrolman. Af-

Jackie
Robinson
Says

• • •PublIshor
Gonoral Mona got.

Sub•eriprlon raw the. year, $6; •Ix otooths, $3.50, (21,4wr sp•clai Subscription refs
310) The Tri-Stat• DelenOt Dot.. NM Tao Ramponsibllity for unsolicited Manuscripts
or Photoc. Published Euery Thursday by tho New Tri.Stat• Publlahlnp Co. Second
Close Poetope Paid at Memphis. Temeesseis, 1./nd•r Act of March 2, 1179.

We were'nt too surprised by
Mayor Daley's by-passing of Dr.
Philip M. Hauser of the University of Chicago as a candidate
for membership on the Chicago
Board of Education. We were
credulous enough to entertain
the hope that the Mayor w as
sufficiently
perceptive a n d
astute to have availed himself
of this superb opportunity to
restore confidence in the board
and his own integrity by naming Dr. Hauser to the Board of
Education.
The noted scholar had the
unanimous endorsement of the
Citizens School Committee and
he would have brought the kind
of enlightened judgment which
is painfully lacking in t h e deliberations of the Chicago
school affairs.
Moreover, his appointment
would have allayed the deepseated suspicion that the board
is leaving no stone unturned in
the effort to foil complete integration of the school system.
The storm which has been
raging far too long would have
abated because of the great
academic prestige that Dr. Hauser enjoys, not only in Chicago
but throughout the educational
world, and the high respect in
which he is held by the people
of this metropolis.
His concern for the wellbeing
of the community, his intimate
knowledge of the problems that
beset it together with his dedication to truth and racial equity
would have made Dr. Hauser
an inestimable as
to a fogbound school board.
Strange things happen in a
political world where an un-
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ter 15 years he is still a patrolman. Has he not served well?
The lack of a promoton for him
is a reflection on the administrative end of the police department. When I wrote about the
"Forgotten Four" (Feb. 22, 1964)
(Whitney, Turner, Robinson and
Marshall) I should have included
Jerry D. Williams and made it
the "Forgotten Five."
SYMPATHY TO YOU
He has been a patrolman so
long until it is even embarassing to me to be forced to refer to
him as a patrolman instead of as
a detective.
Despite the quiet giant step
taken last Saturday morning,
something is deserved and something is desired concerning the
officers in charge of the two Negro squads, as well and Turner
and Marshall. We desire to see
them wearing lieutenant's bars.
The change of duties for Whitney, Robinson and Turner is not
a promotion. They are still detectives. Of course this is not
to be interpreted as a bad reflection on the four officers. It
is a reflection on the SYSTEM.
We desire to see the SYSTEM
change for the better in the
very near future.
Nevertheless, I congratulate
Detectives Whitney, Robinson
and Turner, for having the fortitude to carry-on in their new
rtositinna in face of overwhelming odds.
I congratulate Detectives
Berkley and Harris who started
In 1961 on their tentative promotions.
However, if it is any conciliation to the "Forgotten Five"
there are many, many Negroes
here awaiting the moment they
can extend congratulations to
emu "on reeieving s promotion"
Now they are sentimental and
are extending sympathy to you.

(ow froulr4r4oarni".1"."
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Only In America
By HARRY GOLDEN

15th Year Of Brandeis
The idea of a Jewish univerversity at Waltham, Mass., was
sity in America was first proaLout to close its doors. Dr.
posed in the early years of the
Goldstein pointed out to the
19th century by Mordecai Noah.
trustees of Middlesex that the
In our own generation a few
sale of their property would esmen began to give it serious atcheat to the state as the institutention, Rabbi Dr. Israel Goldlion had been tax-exempt, but
stein, Rabbi Louis I. Newman,
that a new univerety f r e e of
Dr. Mordecai Kaplan, and ediquotas would continue the ideals
tor Henry Hurwitz.
upon which Middlesex had been
In 1928 the Rabbi Isaac
founded.
Elchanan Theological Seminary
The trustees were convinced,
had its charter amended to perelected Dr. Goldstein as Presinth the creation of the Yeshivah
dent of the Board of Trustees,
College and then the Yeshivah
handed in their resignations and
University, which eventually
on Feb. 7, 1946, the Jewish uniincluded a medical school.
versity was born.
Brandeis University has the
The original sponsors who now
distinction, however, of having
included Prof. Albert Einstein,
been the f i r St secularly sponJulius Silver of New York and
sored Jewish university in
George Alpert of Boston, agreed
America.
that the most appropriate name
In 1945, Dr. Goldstein actually
would be that of Louis D.
set the stage for the founding
Brandeis, foremost as an Amen of such a university based on f-i
can, as a Jew, and a Zionist.
program not connected with a
The next step was the unani•
theological school or with any
mous selection of the first uniparticular wing of Judaism.
versity president, Dr. Abram L.
Dr. Goldstein's colleagues
Sachar, who had had a notable
agreed that a Jewish-sponsored
record of success both as an edusecular university would procator and administrator.
vide a much-needed example
The University was opened to
of an institution of higher learnits first entering class in the fall
ing, free from quotas either in
of 1948, and its career since has
the student body or in the faculbeen one of the great success
ty; and that such a university
stories in American collegiate
would build good will among the
life and a source of pride to the
non-Jewish students, as well as
American Jewish community.
offer a training ground for
(Copyright (C), 1964, by Harry
American leadership.
Golden)
The opportunity came in Janu•
(Distributed by Bell-IVIcelin e
ary, 19/11, when Middlesex UniSyndicate)
unestsisiissisissernissesmismississiiimisiiimisolsguitutitiosessimmosemeeississinssinsesse4

Know
The
Negro
4nuiwomininpinimilmiannilismitiminnikomicwilinsmimuassituau. By
• AL DUCK El f

Definition Of Mother
(Because Mother's Day is approaching, I thought you might
like to read a piece I wrote six
years ago in tribute to my own'
mother, Augusta R. Duckett, a
retired Brooklyn School teacher.
—AD)
A mother, someone once said,
is a person who — when there
are five pieces of apple pie for
dessert and six people at t he
table, suddenly discovers that
she doesn't really care for apple
pie.
A mother is an invention God
made when Ho was in His most
tender mood. She is the one who
knew, all t h• time that you
were going to make it, and who
can list all the reasons why you
couldn't if you don't.
A mother is a person w h
wakes, from the deepest sleep
before . your early morning baby
cry. She fames at y o u, fusses
with you, fusses over you.
She is the only one who understands why you have to save

percious possessions like a
greasy little card with a cowboy
picture on it; or why you insist
on being friends with uncomfortably dressed little Willie
from around the corner.
A mother is a person who
scrubs your face, combs your
hair, watches at the window as
you go off to school and watches
at the window when you go off
to w a r, to g e t married or to
work.
A mother threatens to tell
your father, then dares him to
touch you: she is a lawyer, constantly arguing your case with
the neighbor whose window
you broke or the I is d g• who
wants to be unreasonable because you drove only 90 through
a city block.
She is a doctor whose c 00
hand on your aching forehead
becomes a greater solace than
any herbs or medicines. She is
a priest to whom you can confess any fear, any sign, any complex. She is a diplomat who

I did not agree with the tactics of the group which planned
the abortive World's Fair stallin. I am in complete sympathy
with the drive to gain more
jobs, more justice an d better
education for our children. But
I did not and do not now believe that the stall-in plan was
either wise or smart.
On the other hand, I must say
that I feel that the police, evidently re-inforced with the
knowledge that the stall-in was
opposed by our top civil rights
leadership, went out of their
way to be rough in their handling of the demonstrators.
I think o u r Police Commissioner must be warned that
police brutality will not be
tolerated by the Negro and
Puerto Rican people of N•w
York City. There has been too
much of it and unless it is seriously curtailed, there c a n be
serious and crucial times ahead
for the city.
I note that Arnold S. Goldwag, one of the leaders of t h e
rebellious
Brooklyn
CORE
group, was sentenced to one
year in jail by Criminal Court
Judge Benjamin Gassman, Vincent R. Impelliteri and Milton
Shalleck. Goldwag was one of
the planners of the stall-in.
The sentence was meted out
to him on the grounds that he
had violated parole. The parole
resulted from a previous arrest
of Goldwag in connection with
a civil rights demonstration.
A New York City Assistant
District Attorney made the
statement that, to his knowledge, the sentence was one of
the stiffest ever handed out In
a civil rights case. This sentence
is a clear indication of t h• intention of authorities in this city

to crack down hard on people
who demonstrate for freedom.
I think it must be said that
this "get tough" attitude is not
the answer. Nor will it work.
The Negro people and their
white allies in the freedom
cause will not be intimidated
by this. The fact is that t he y
will probably become all the
more determined to accomplish
their goals.
The Constitution does give
the right of assembly and peaceful non-violent protest.
Why don't the city authorities get tough with those who
practice discrimination? Why
doesn't the Mayor get tough
with those recalcitrant forces in
the Board of Education — the
principals and supervisors —
who have openly declared war
on the legitimate plans of t h•
Board of Education to bring
about quality education for
minority groups?
W h y don't the city fathers
get tough with those w ho
practice housing and job bias?
Someone had better wake up
and realize that the Negro Revolution is no j o k e, no passing
thing; that we, as a people, are
determined and committed to
this cause and that throwing
the book at people w h o demonstrate peacefully and nonviolently will only add fuel to
an already blazing fire.
No, we were not for the stallin. But that doesn't mean that
we have lost sight of the enemy.
The enemy, not only of the Negro people but of the cause of
freedom, is symbolized in th e
inaction and vacillating of those
who run what is supposed to be
the World's Fair-est city in the
nation.
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GOP's Fair-Hired Boy
WASHINGTON — Henry
Cabot Lodge is the Republicans'
current fair-haired boy in the
GOP presidential sweepstakes.
But whether this brings him
joy or concern is a little difficult
to say in the light of the rapidly
shifting choices being made by
Republican voters as reflected
in various opinion polls.
Lodge, now the U. S. ambassador to Viet Nam, is the fourth
GOP leader to top the polls in a
single year. New York Gov.
Nelson Rockefeller was first until he was abruptly unhorsed on
news of his second marriage.
Then Sen. Barry Goldwater of
Arizona took a commanding
lead — a lead which some political observers are now convinced was due partly at least to the
Rockefeller - created vacuum.
Some weeks prior to the New
Hampshire primary, Richard M.
Nixon came up strong and overtook both of his declared rivals,
although he himself has yet to
say he is a candidate for the job.
Public opinion polling isn't
something to bet your last dol-

lar on although it has been refined greatly since 1948 when it
indicated that Thomas E. Dewey
was a cinch to win the presidential election over Harry S.
Truman. But most politicians
who watch such things are convinced that the rapidly changing
GOP front runners cannot be attributed to the inaccuracies of
the polling mechanism.
There is an uneasy feeling
among many GOP pros that the
polls accurately reflect the
choice of Republican voters
and that that choice is shifting
often because the GOP rank and
file are groping for someone to
back who has a chance to beat
President Lyndon B. Johnson,
They are deeply concerned that
it does not reflect a deep-seated
conviction that any one man is
superior to the other.
In this situation, lacking an
outstanding personality, GOP
pros fear that regardless of who
is chosen he will fail to attract
sufficient independent votes to
offset what now appears to be
a commanding Lyndon Johnson
lead.

knows some of the problems you
don't talk about.
A mother saves your b a b y
pictures, your baby ha i r, remembers eute things you said
or did when you were four.
A mother writes you letters
when you are in the army, in the
hospital, in j a ii, in trouble or
just away.
She remembers your birthdays, your favorite meal, what
annoys you and what delights
you.
A mother is a fond nuisance
who — when you ar• thirtyfive, phones to ask if you wore
your rubbers today since it was
raining so hard: or who inquires
when w a is the last time ye u
said your prayers or grace.
She notices when you look too
thin or clucks her tongue with
disapproval because you aren't
using that wonderful preparation guaranteed to keep your
hair from deserting you too
swiftly.
A mother makes you proud
when you take her out. She puts
on her latest hat and wears her
sweetest smile and her girl
heart, is fluttery as any f irst

teen date.
She sparkles in company and
is a walking advertisement, proclaiming: "See how I am loved
and still desired by my child."
She brags about you, unabashed, until you find a way to
change the subject.
Mothers come only one to a
person. And when they are gone,
It is as though a blazing ruby,
unique among gems, has been
twisted out of the claws of the
setting of a ring.
When God twists a moth,r
out of your heart and out of your
life, the setting seems ugly, useless and without value. For
there is no one who fills places
and space and hearts an d
moments and years like a
mother. A n d there is no on•
who can leave them mere
empty.
If she isn't around on earth,
you can be sure she's looking
out of one of those big windows
up there in Heaven, watching
you the way she used to watch
you on your way to school. If
you send up a little thank you
prayer, she will smile softly and
wave because that is what a
mother knows how to do best.-
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Pictures From 'Breakfast For Milady'-Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
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WRITING SENATORS
Guests are seen writing letters to Tennessee Senators requesting passage of the
Civil Rights tun unweakened by amend-

ments. This was a special feature of the
"Breakfast" In support of the NAACP.
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IN RECOGNITION
Soror Maxine A, Smith, executive secretary of the Memphis Branch of the NAACP, is shown presenting to Sotto'
Lorene Osborne. president of the Memphis Alumnae
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta sorority, a plaque recognizing the Chapter's 6500 life membership in NAACP.

Miss Deborah Jefferson of Porter Junior
High School Is seen being crowned winner

of the Junior Miss Contest for 1964 by
last year's winner.
—
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Mrs. Irene Davis is shown receiving one of many prizes
awarded at the "Breakfast."

PRESENTING SCHOLARSHIPS
Soror Beulah Williams, principal of Hanley Elementary
school, is seen presenting scholarships to Owens Junior
College and LeMoyne College. President Hollis Price is
seen receiving the award for LeMoyne. Memphis State
University was also a recepient of a scholarship award.
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Proceeds from a dance revue scheduled for this Saturday night, May 16, at 8 o'clock
in Bruce Hall on the LeMoyne
College campus will go to the
United Negro College Fund, it
was announced this'week.
Participants in the revue are
youngsters studying ballet, tap
and toe dancing at Foote
Homes and Parkway Gardens
Presbyterian church under the
direction of Miss Roberta M.
Rat cl iffe.
The dance students performed before a standing-roomonly audience last year at
Foote Homes auditorium.

The May meeting of the
Community Floral club was
held at the home of Mrs. Lillian Murry of N. Decatur St.,
Arrival of Queen Nadine Poindexter from
last week.
Refreshments were served
Pa. to reign over the Cotton Makers' Jubilee. At the
from a table decorated in spring
Memphis Airport to inert the queen was King Elias
flowers. The June meeting is
Williams.
of
home
the
at
held
be
to
set
Mrs. Clonia Gibson, 1324 Rney
Monday "Freedom
St. Mrs. Minnie Exum is pres- claimed
ident of the club.
Day" and urged a one-day
boycott of schools and factories in protest to Gov.
George Wallace's appearance.
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UPI) —
BALTIMORE
Mrs. Gloria Richardson, a
leader in the Cambridge civil
rights movement, has pro-

Wallace arrived here without
fanfare and immediately went
to a downtown hotel, where
he was to meet privately with
his Maryland backers.
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KATHLEEN'. LAGORIO

SUNDAY SCHOOL ROYALTY
The crowning of kings and queens of the
Primary and senior department., of the
Sunday School of Ward Chapel AME
church was the climax to a recent fundiaising drive, and pictured in front row
wearing crowns are Miss Ann Davis and
James Fall, Jr. of the senior division. Be-

hind them are little Miss Edith Toolet,
primary queen, and Marty Oliver, the king.
The queens acre crowned by Miss CatolYn
Bridietorth, standing at left, and Chris
Copeland. right. Standing In the rear is
Rev. Robert L. aleRae, the pastor. (Withers
Photo).
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MOTHER OF THE YEAR
Soror Ernestine Cunningham is shown presenting an
named
orchid and a plaque to Mrs. Erma Oystern who was
son. Dr. Alvin
Oystern's
Mrs.
year."
the
of
"Mother
University
Crawford, was the first Negro admitted to the
Robert Crawof Tennessee Medical School. Another son,
ford is a teacher and athletic coach at Carver High
Wyatt, is a
School, Memphis. A daughter, Gwendolyn
Souls."
singer with Nat "King" Cole's "Merry Young
Melrose Eleco-ed
at
grade
ninth
a
Is
Oystern
Clarice
a fourth
mentary school and young Michael Oystern is
Oystern is •
grader at Hanley Elementary school. Mrs.
(Photos by
nurse at the Millington Naval Base Hospital.
Billy Duncan).

OMEGA PSI PHI'S TOP WINNERS
Top winners in the National Achievement Week Essay
Contest sponsored by the Omega Psi Phi fraternity for
high xehools across the nation were announced recently,
and taking first prize of $500 was Miss Ruby Lf`e Turner,
left, of Amarillo, Texas. The second prise of $300 was won
by Mks Kathleen Lagorio, right, of Stockton, Calif. Open
to students of all races, the contest subject was "Individual Responsibility and the American Revolution for
Rights." Dr. Herbert A. Marshall was chairman of the
National Achievement Committee.

THIS IS
Hosea C. Bridges, manager of the Henry E. Oates; Manor
Housing project limited on first row). was honored April
30th with a surprise "This Is iour Life" program. This
affair was sponsored by the YVV-Wives Club of the YWCA
Area Center. Those participating on the program were
representatives from: Manasass High School and PTA.
North Memphis ('ivic Club, Trinity ('ME Church. Jaycees
LeMoyne Garden Project, Oates Manor Tenant Association, YWCA. Oates Manor 111-Y and Oates Manor Y
Teens. VW-Wives. Family Night Committee, Homemakers
Club, North Memphis community Council, family and

friends. Music wss furnished hy Mrs. Katherine Wy•tt,
Mrs. Maxine Johnson and the Midgets. Decorations were
furnished by Lloyd Furniture Store and Henley's Florist.
Bridges' mother, wifel and daughter were presented orchids by the VW-Wives and Henley's Florist. Mrs. Ernestine Hughes, chairman of this affair, closed the program
by inviting the public- to the monthly family night programs. The honoree's wife. Mrs. Bridges, is the fifth from
the left In the second row, his mother Is sixth and his
daughter, is fourth, lie is surrounded by persons attending the affair.

is woman
Is Guest Speaker
At Dillard Univ.
Mrs. Frances M. Hassell, administrative assistant at Universal Life Insurance company, was the "Mother's Day"
speaker at Dillard university .
in New Orleans, La.
Mother's Day officially ended the University's Women's 1
Week activities which spotlighted women of the college.
Workshops and seminars dur lu)NNIE SEAN BATES
ing the week afforded counseling sei vice and general inforniation to the University's
'coeds.
Theme of the celebration
Mrs. Magnolia Bates of 541 ' The bridegroomsto-be is ex• was 'The College Woman —
Simpson Ave., announces the pected to graduate from TenWhither-Bound."
engagement of her daughter, nessee State A&I University's
Mrs. Hassell has been em- Bonnie Jean Bates, to John school of engineering in June.
ployed at Universal Life In- Edward Churchwell, son of He is a graduate of De La
surance company 17 years. A Mr. and Mrs. Ralph N. Church- Salle academy of Newport,
graduate of Woodstock Train- well, Jr. of Portsmouth, R.I. R.I. He is a member of Omega
Psi Phi fraternity.
ing School, she had studied at' The bride-elect, a teacher at
Magnolia Elementary school, is , The wedding is set to be
Lane college and Tennessee
Paulsole m niczheu
drcaht Sti.n VinNcaesnhtv DcAgac
raid uxInt veorfs Tennessee
ty pr
State university. Her daugh- aSta19
ior,
te63
ter, Marian, is a sophomore at she attended Booker T. Wash- early in June.
Dillard university.
ington high school.

Lovely Spring Parties dot the hostesses choice of prizes
the horizon at this time of year — smart summer bags, white
— and none have been more kid gloves, and cherished
beautiful nor in such smart colognes that were won by
setting than three we have to high scorers Addie B. Jones,
pass on this week.
Lillian Campbell, Louise Ward,
Juanita Brinkley, Althea Price
NONCHALANT'S BRIDGE
and Ethel Tarpley.
CLUB
Walterine's other guests inThe handsome contemporary
'home of LOUISE AND TAY- cluded Margaret Rivers, Sue
'TAR WARD on Castelia Road Ish, Catherine Johnson, JohnWas the scene of a smart din- etta Hozay, Mary Roberts, Betner bridge party for the NON- tye Bland, Lessye Sugarmon,
SILVER ANNIVERSARY
CHALANT BRIDGE CLUB Sallie Bartholomew, Alma
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett D. Grant of 1326
aunt and uncle is Mrs. Ralph Lofton, right,
last week. We here the decor Booth, Augusta Cash, Mildred
Philadelphia at. celebrated their 'twentyof 2716 Enterprise ave. The couple received
is stunning in exotic hues of Jordan, Leola Gilliam, Rose
fifth wedding anniversary recently, and
a number of gifts from friends and wellp;nk, orchid and white. And, Robinson and Marian Gibson.
seen here presenting a sliver tray to her
wishers. (Photo by Billy Duncan).
the lovely spring flowers that Members missed Ruth Beauwere the courtesy of Charles- champ who could not attend.
teen Miles captured and re- CONCERT GUESTS
Areated the myriad hues.
When Manassas High School
Louise had a delicious din- held its annual Band and Choir
er,•and the bridge games re- Concert last Friday night, the
'suited in indentical summer audience of students, patrons,
istraw bags that were won by parents and other guests re!Lytle McKinney and Leola ceived a superb treat with the
,Gilliam as first prizes; French presence of Dr. James S. Byes
coin purses that went to and Dr. A. F. Saville as the
Myrtle White and Beatrice guest artists.
Mrs. Christine Corpal Prew- and Mrs. Billy Joe Bridges, Sr..
'Johnson; jeweled compacts The stellar event was a terAn Avon Representative
itt announces the engagement of Greenville. Miss., where he
carried home by Ruth Parker rific success, and the outstandand forthcoming marriage of was graduated from Coleman in your Neighborhood.
and Harriet Davis; and other ing talents of the young people
her daughter. Miss Mary Ann High school in 1961, and was a
prizes that went to Frances participating were perfect foils
Be a part of the WonderCorpal, to Mr. Billy Joe Bridges. senior at Tennessee State uniHayes, Jeanette Power, Lorene for the matchless artistry of
Jr.
versity and was majoring in ful World of Cosmetics.
'Osborne and Louise's daugh- the guest artists, who dispite
their busy professional lives,
ter, Elene W. Phillips.
The bride-elect is the daugh- aeronautical and aviational enter of William Harold Corpal gineering before entering servThrough all the beautiful continue to pursue outstanding
of New York and a grand- ice.
!fun, Taylor Ward and son-in- musical talents which have ocdaughter of the late Mrs. Mary He is presently completing
law Utillus Phillips kept the cupied a major role in their
Emma Cornet, a longtime in- basic training at Fort Polk. La..
girls happy at the bar, and the leisure-time pursuits.
structor at Booker T. Washing- and will leave soon for militarY
party declared a social high- Dr. Byas was never in better
ton High school, and .a great police school.
light by members and guests form than he was that night
granddaughter of the late Rev. The wedding will be solemnthat included Sam Ellen Wil- on the violin, accompanied by
William J. McMichael. who ized at St. John Baptist church
son, Elmyra Williams, Ruth the Manassas Band and by the
Pastored St. John church for 50 on Sunday. May 24.
-,McDavid, Mildred Crawford, choir ... and Dr. Saville's silk
years.
Loretta Kateo, Lillian New- and satin jazz piano accomMiss Corpal was graduated
man, Bernice Howard, Alma paniment to the orchestra
from Booker T. Washington
Booth, Bertha Ray, Gloria should be on wax — among the
High school in 1962 where she
Howard, Burnadine Holmes, best of Tin Pan Alley. Hats
was president of the Hostess
Mary Roberts, Charlesteen off to the hard working and
club, vice president of the Deb
Miles, Walterine Outlaw, Cleo outstandingly talented music
Teen Society, treasurer of the
Phillips, Allegra Turner, Sal- department of the school—EmStudent Council. co-chairman
lie Bartholomew, Callie Stev- erson Able, Mrs. B. B. Jones,
of
the Speech C141 and a feaens, Edith Thornton and Jua- Mrs. Bennie S. Wilson and Mrs.
from left, are Mrs.
ture writer
Washington
Carolyn Garner.
nita Arnold.
Turner. Mrs. Ann
staff.
HAWAII REVISITED
The Kentucky Derby and its
a.
Morris,
Alma
presiShe was a Kappa debutante
DR. CLARA BRAWNER en- Battle of the Roses has long
a nd Mrs. Julia Pleas,
and voted "Most Likeable" In
joyed a fabulous trip to Hawaii been the mecca of sportsmen,
her class. Miss Corpal attended
last summer, and while in royalty, business moguls and
Withers Photo).
Tennessee State university in
those exotic isles she had a socialites from the far corners
Nashville and plans to continue
certain •'•,t) in mind, SEMPER of the world — and Memphis
her college work at Memphis
FEDILY' •nd when the mem- was well represented this yea:
seen
assisting
at
the
smart
reState university this summer.
bers of this well-known group again, what with the presene,
ception, wearing a short forbeckened her bid to come to of vivacious JOHNETTA K
mal dress of hot pink with a, Mr Bridges is the son of Mr.
her lovely home on Woodlaws HOZAY, DR. AND MRS
jeweled
bodice.
for a POLYNESIAN PARTY LELAND F. ATKINS and
Down in the den, with the'
and to wear mau mau's to the cloud-f loating newlywed,
bar at one end, and the beautievent, little did they realize JOYCE (LYNON)! AND JOE
ful buffet table at the other
just how much flair and flavor YOUNG.
end of the room stbich overthey wouldbe treated to on Johnetta was the house
guest
looks the extensiv' patio of
the evening of April 25.
By MARJORIE ULEN
of her friends Junius and Jane
a handsome silver punchbowl the home, which * was ablaze
The party rooms were exotic Hankins — he is
where
the president
debutante
frappe
was ,with wall lights and electric
Lovely debutante Miss Jew— with mural executed by of Mammoth
served.
Life Insurance!eldine Cain,
torches, scores of guests comof the 1964 Debtalented Gert Walker — all Company — at
their fabulous utantes of Kappa
mented on the beautiful event.
Alpha Psi RECEIVING LINE
scenes of swaying Hula girls Japanese lower
level, and Fraternity who made
considered
as a highlight of The Parent-Teacher Associformal Greeting guests as they en. . . individual tables with French and Italian
ation of the LaRose Elemenprovencial bows at' The Music Hall
last ! tered to greet the honoree and the social season.
halved pineapples, and cubed decor upstairs.
tary school will present a "MuShe ran into Friday, May 1, was
honored her mother, was Mrs. Joseph •THE GUESTS
centers . . . each guest receiv- such
sical World Tour," featuringl
wonderful friends as by her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Holmes in Dior blue lace., who Among the guests greeting
ed an orchid lei on entering. Vivian
songs and dances from all parts!
and Frank Stanley and George Washington
Cain of introduced the receiving line the debutante and her
the dining room, the walls their houseguest chic
Virginia 1265 Effie Road, at a debu- which included also Mrs. Ma- and father were Charlesmother of the world on Friday night,
Were draped with fish nets
Hines,
May 22, starting at 7:30 in the
Koontz of St. Louis, Beauteous tante reception at their
home ble Hudson in a dress of Sap- , Mrs. Bernice Hines, Mrs. Ju- Booker T.
naught with tropical birds, Loretta
Washington High'
Bush and her husband Saturday night, May 2.
nhire taffeta, and Mrs. Rosa lia Lane, William Williamson,
orchids.: grapes, starfish and Perry, Dr. C.
school gymnasitim.
Milton Young and
straight from the
Throughout the lovely home Powell, wearing pale blue Willie Beard, Mrs. Mabel Hudother • artifacts of the fabled his famed-hos
tess wife Hor- with its
crepe.
son, Mrs. Marjorie Ulen, Mrs. Tickets for the program may
"Emerald Isle!" ...
priceless
islands.
antiques
and
tense; Sonny and Ethel Stinheirloom appointments, scenes Mrs. Amanda Gooch and Bertha Flowers and son, Wil- be obtained by calling Mrs
The table was centered with son who flew to
fashioned into
Jennie Rawlings, PTA presiLouisville in of floral beauty were
Mrs.'Bernice Hines, both aunts liam Nesbitt, Miss Cain's espineapples, tropical flowers their own
figure
Restoring
dent,
at
526-2963;
plane — the guest found in many formal to be
Mrs.
Clara
fan-like of the honoree, and sisters of cort, Elmer Henderson, Mrs. Gordon,
and fruit, from which an ex- of Dr. and Mrs.
PTA secretary, at
Ralph Morris; arrangements of white
sheath with graceful
gladi- Mrs. Cain. were among other Sam Qualls, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. 942-4544 or any
;Ric array of polynesian fare New York's
member of
Grant Reynolds, oli, pink chrysanthemums
welt seamed bodice ...
and special guests, including Solo- Ivory Emory, Mrs. Doris the LaRose faculty.
Was in the offering — includ- Philip Morris'
suave Herb hot pink delphinium. In the man Hill, uncle of
ing fried rice, chow mein, Wright,
the honoree, Burnley, Mr. and Mrs. M. Mcself belt and inverted
commedian Dick Greg- dining area, a circular table and Mrs.
Mrs.
Valeria
Smith
is
proCoy,
Mrs.
Mattie
Ward and
Julia Lane of Gersweet and sour cream and for- ory, author
pleat detail!
Louis Lomax, was draped in white satin mantown, Tenn.
I grandson, Carl; Mrs. Mary gram chairman, and J. L.
tune cakes ... all accompanied George Aumaiteri
and
A,tty.
choose cherry red
Brady,
,
Mrs.
with
Dorris
white
net
Sodden, Brinkley is principal of the
circular
decoby Hawaiian rum drinks — Henry
Mrs.
received
Cain
her
school.
Arrington of Miami; ration, holding beautifully
or black ... sizes
Mai Tai, scorpions and Carri- the William
guests in a lovely dinner gown Mrs. Wilmer Stockton, Sr.,
Grays (Lil and wrapped gifts and compliMr. and Mrs. R. J. Roddy, Mr.
of
EiarrPtinc h.
grey
pure
12 to 20.
silk
with
a
gray
Bill) of Chicago; Detroit's mentary corsages received by
land Mrs. John R. Arnold, Helen C. Shelby.
--Oh! yes, during the cocktail Golden
Greene — one of the the young debutante. Here chantilly lace tunic overskirt, Mrs. Estella Douglas.
Also Miss Utoka Qualls, Mr.
the bodice over pale pink sat*eine—which preceded dinner famous
Towles sisters; Mam- too, the punch table was handAnd Mr. and Mrs. M. L. and Mrs. Paul Hines, Mrs.
in and neckline outlined with
traerii7 were delicious hors moth's agency
director
suave
some
with
a
cloth
of
Haywood,
white
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Othella
Shannon, Mrs. Beecher
Briggs,
tiny seed pearls. Her shoulder
IrPuevre all exotic items too Earthmon
Fort and his beau- lace, centered with a branched
corsage was of pale pink or-!Mrs. Juanita Nickelberry, Miss Dobbs, Mrs. Adelaide Randall.
• including chicken livers and teous
MAIL ORDERS: add 40c postage
wife Leona . .. and scads candelabra holding pink tapers
Mattie Scaif, Leon Watson, Mrs. Claude Strong, Mr. and
chids.
water- chestnuts grilled with more.
Om 4
for TCPInewe delivery
and
an
araccompanying
low
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hugh
Calvin
Mrs.
Strong,
Brown,
Mrs.
Miss
FayCain was a vision of
bbcon.strips and scads of more
. . . 0:1010 19 days for delivery.
The Atkinses joined Chica- rangement of the same pink youthful beauty, wearing her Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Smith, ette Patterson, Mr. and Mrs.
south-watering morsels.
all S. MAIN
•
124-4181
--Just•who did all this exotic go's Dr. and Mrs. Maurice and white flowers seen debutante gown of white silk IMr. and Mrs. Walter Johnson, H. Clinton Ray, Melvin Conoking — none other than Gleason, Mr. Gleason, Dr. At- throughout the upstairs rooms taffeta, the bodice of fragile 1Mrs. Dorothy Mosby, Mr. and ley, Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Jackthe Small caterers, and Mr. kins' beautiful and brainy of the home, and in the den chantilly lace, and the same!Mrs. Isom Wilson, Mr. and son, Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius
which is under the back of the lace reembroidered down the!Mrs. Lawton Jackson, Mr. and House, Mr. and Mrs. litinter
small mixing afl those lush aunt who is a Ph.D.
And, the Joe Youngs had fun home, where guests mingled front of the taffeta skirt and Mrs. Samuel Peace, Mr. and Stiger, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Winks.
The fabled theme continued on another extension of their to enjoy champagne, cocktails,ending in a circle of lace me- Mrs. Clifton Stockton, Mrs. Ward, and Mr. and Mrs. Lanwith the prizes — all tropical honeymoon, following their and delicious hors d'ouves and dallions around the entire Chariesetta Branham, Mrs. ton Johnson.
canapes served from silver bottom of the dress. She carlower arrangements, hanging recent marriage in March.
service.
ried a hand-bouquet of pale
Taskets, a birdcage with trel- CHIT CHAT
In the dining room, which yellow roses with pale yellow
'ising flowers, baskets of tropi- Diva Alpha Brawner receivadjoins
the
living room, one !satin` streamers.
cal flowers and one of wood- ed rave notices from the critics
end of the table gleamed with
Mrs. Andres Roberts IN !
roses and pineapples. These anent her appearance with the
won by Willie T. Jones, Arena Rochester Symphony OrchesP. Fleming, Maedella . Reeves tra in Rochester, New York,
PAINFUL? EASE THEM! GET HALF HOUR
and Elizabeth Shaw. Besides when she sang among other
(clip and save
members of Semper Fidelis things "War Requiem," a new
CORN MASTER GUARANTEED TO GIVE
Club, Dr. Brawner's other work of Benjamin Britton.
guests were Jessie Venson and Since then she has also sung
RELIEF
AT ONCE FOR EASY REMOVAL
l• teaspoon sugar
' Katherine P. Thomas.
Four Way Requiem at Car,
V. cup Speas vinegar
teaspoon toll
AFOY OFOY CLUB
ne le Hall recently, when she
oil
tabletpoons
OF CORNS AND CALLUSES, GET CORN
2
2 tablespoons
More on the party line is the sa g the soprano lead
pretablespoons
3
mayonname
MASTER TODAY!
one given by WALTERINE at Spelman College When the
pared horseradish
thoroughly
OUTLAW at her home on beautiful Rockefeller Fine Arts
ingredients
Combine all
salad.
South Parkway, where the Building was dedicated in Atand chill before adding to
front yard looks like some- lanta, with its Little Theater,
servings.
4
thing out of Better Home, and Ballet Stage, Art Studio and
Gardens, the party held at the display of visual arts.
height of the Azalea season, Come June 3, the Memphis
1.eith the entire front a flam- Cit-Ettes will have Senator
'Alloy Johnson of Atlanta.
boyant riot of reds.
Spring flowers dotted t h e Ga., its their honored guest
morns of the lovely Marshall- and speaker sot their GraduaSend to: Brooks P.O. Box 4543
autla w home. itfith its distinc- tion Dinner slated for the MaBallroom at the Auditive carpeted wall to wall in
No C.O.D 's
pile. Here too, I he torium. Promises to be topii imson
advent of summer influen, ed .' wer doing&
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GREEK WORLD
on the same date at 8 p.m.
Last weekend, dance lovers In
Alumni Day is April 23. which
the Greek World had two nights
will climax with a banquet honin a row of exciting fun.
Friday night, it was Stigall oring the classes of the year 4.
VISIT MEMPHIS
High School in Humboldt, with
Baccalaureate Services will
In Memphis recently to visit their aunt, uncle and cousins,
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity; be Sunday, May 24 with Cornwere Miss Frederick Sengstacke and brother, Douglas,
and Saturday night. Merry mencernent proper on
Monday,
seen here on steps of the Tri-State Defender, Their father
High School in Jackson was the May 25.
is Fred Sensstackr, production manager of Defender
setting for the Peppermint
MERRY VESPERS
Ball, sponsored by Delta Sigma
The graduating class at
Theta sorority.
The Peppermint Ball *tire Merry High will make its first
was red and white so you can appearance on Sunday, May 31
imagine what beautiful scenery at the afternoon Vesper Service
it must have been. Music was at the school auditorium. Class
furnished by 0. C. Cole and the night will be Monday, June 1
Pipes, while Frank Reed and with Graduation proper on
the Soul Sisters entertained at Tuesday. June 2.
Miss Fredericka Sengstacke stacke residence.
Among the church leaders atthe Alpha Affair.
brother, Douglas
Another highlight of the
and
her
WITH MOTHER ON HER DAY
These two affairs seemingly tending the official board
Six of her 11 children were with Mrs. Queen Esther Tate
Blanchard, Mrs. Tate received greetings from fIvr other Sengstacke of Chicago, 111,,Ichildren's first visit here Weell
brought the dance season to a meeting of the CME Church
of 1046 Overton Park ave.. on Mothers' Day, and here they
sons—Douglas Tate, Stillwater, Okla.; Charles Tate. Day- were in Memphis recently as a sightseeing trip which cerclose. Short lived but happy last week were Dr. C. A. Kirkare seen posing with her. From left are Mrs. Daisy Coston,
endoll. president of Lane Colton, Ohio; Robert Tate, Los Angeles: Gene Arthur Tate, guests of their aunt and uncle, ried them into parts of Arkanmemories.
lege; Rev. and Mrs. J. A. AdMiss Cheryl Tate. Mrs. Marguerite Blanchard, Mrs. Tate,
St. Louis, and Frederick Tate, San Francisco. Mrs, Tate is Mr. and Mrs. Whittier A. Seng- sac
LANE FINALS
The Commencement season ams. Mrs. Marie Penn, F. T.
Lucius Tate, U. S. Navy instructor at Millington Naval
the mother of 16 children and the widow of the late Mr. stacke, Sr., of 1634 S. Parkway —
East.
Is beginning to take shape in Jeans who is financial secreAir Base: Mrs. Beverly White and Mrs. Audrey Verline
Osssell Tate, Sr.
Jackson. For out - of - town tary of the CME Church. The
Fred Sengstacke is producfriends and alumni who wish to meeting was held in Gary, Intion manager for the DefendSolve Your Problems'
diana.
dlana.
take in the Commencement at
er Publications, and Whittier
With
a Small, Low Cost
Lane College, the actieltlee will Ourr sympathieswhogo outla tt
Sengstacke, a brother, is gento two
eek
begin on May 22 with the seneral manager of the Tri-State Real Estate
teachers
last
Loan'
ior class day program at 10 lost love ones. Mrs. Bertha ColDefender.
a.m, followed by Awards night lins lost her father, who resided
The brother and sister came 60 Flat Monthly Payments
in Grand Junction, Tenn., and
to Memphis for their spring
Approx.
Mrs. Daisy T. Shaw who lost
vacation, and while in the
Cosh You
her mother who lived with her.
Bluff City attended a number
Get—
CAN YOU USE
Payments
Members of the Memphis spoke to the convention theme, URGED TO SPEAK
of social functions with their
Many Jacksonlans who have
cousins, Fred and Ethel Seng- S 500.00
S 12.90
moved away will rememberlYnung Women's Christian As- "Match Us to This Hour," as Dr. James H. Robinson, director, Operations Crossroads
MORE
S1,000.00
S 23.70
stacke.
Mrs. Maude Trotter a life-long sociation, on their return home did also outside speakers.
to
LADY
BIRD
Africa,
urged
the
YWCA
SPEAKS
recently,
reported
to
the
local
$1,500.00
S
34.50
resident of Jackson. She also
On the Saturday before their
Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson, the speak out boldly on crucial
S 45.53
leaves to mourn her passing membership on their particideparture, the young Chica- $2,000.00
another daughter. Mrs. Hazelle pation in another historic As- wife of the President of the issues of the day. "Peace,
$ 56.20
goans were feted at a party $2,500.00
CROUND 51005
Simmons and two sons. James. sociation convention in Cleve- United States., opened the con- brotherhood, political justice,
$110.82.
given in their honor by their 55,000.00
vention on Monday. She told world and national citizenship
and J. B. Trotter, the latter land, Ohio,
STERICK BUILDING
cousins which was attended by
and the atomic weapons race,"
Be Wise! Choose
who resides in Memphis. •
In the city, where in 1920 the delegates:
WIffRI 10.1,5 LICE YOU
some 50 other members of the
"Women can do much in he said, "are not questions
GI/ PlIFIRENTIAL
younger set.
There are also six grandchil- the YWCA adopted a statement
which
are
the
private
their civic life. They can alert
preservSiPS ICI
dren and a number of neices In which the organization asOther affairs included a
sumed responsibility to help citizens to be interested in the ers of male wisdom alone."
and nephews.
Iluncheon in the home of Miss
A
more
thorough
underaffairs
of
their
city.
They
can
12 MADISON
correct social injustices, the
I Barbara Phillips on the Le23rd national convention took push and prod legislators . . . standing of the Christian purMoyne college campus attendDial IA 6-0637
major steps in relation to both We need bolder imagination pose of the YWCA was urged
ed by 10 young women.
the YWCA's membership pol- about the way we want to live.by Dr. Harvey Cox, of AnANY
TIME 24 HRS. A DO
better homes for our fam- dover Newton College, who
On Monday the youngsters
icy and to its commitment to
ilies, better schools for our chil- pointed out that unless this is
- It's Better to
Miss Dorothy Bradley, niece attended school with Fred and
further racial integration.
In the action on member. dren, better cities for all of accomplished the YWCA could of Miss Lucittie Watkins of Ethel Sengstacke, and nearly
Borrow
At a Bank"
ship, the convention voted, ac- us. Women can be dedicated become "Just another good mid- 1849 Watkins drive, German- the entire student body followdle-class. organization" unequip- town, recently completed her ed them home to the Sengcording to Mrs. Addie G. doers for all these things."
Owen, Sarah Brown Branch "It is not an easy assign- ped to meet the demands of the student teaching program as
a 12th grade history teacher
Executive Director of the ment," Mrs. Johnson said. "It day.
As evidence of the Associa- in Merry High school in
YWCA opened voting rights to is a necessary one and it is a
SOMETHING NEW HAS BEEN ADDED AT*
joyful
one."
tion's
commitment
to
racial
inTenn.
all dues-paying members over
Mies Bradley, who graduat17 years of age. Previously,' Other outside speakers in- tegration nearly 2,000 of the
WALDORF CLUB
she pointed out, voting mem- cluded Mrs. Esther Peterson, convention participants march- ed from Mt. Pisgah High
bers had to assent to the assistant secretary for labor ed quietly into the public school in Cordova, expects to
purpose. and special assistant to the square on Friday, April 24, to receive her bachelor of science
YWCA's Christian
The new policy does require, President on consumer inter- pray silently for a period of degree in social science from
Lane college in August.
however, that all leaders must ests, who urges the YWCA to five minutes.
New Soft Red Carpeting — Soft Glowing Lights
In the final session SaturShe became a member of
accept individual responsibility continue in its role as a pioLilting Musld
for furthering the Christian neer, particularly in expanding day. April 25, it was announced Delta Sigma Theta sorority's
We Tint Your Shoes
purpose of the YWCA in the adult education, day-care, and that Mrs. Archie D. Marvel, of Beta Chi chapter on April 18.
Our Specialities Are
FREE OF CHARGE:
life of the Association. Leaders in combatting proverty and Hastings, Nebraska, had been
re-elected as president,
Fried Shrimp •Shrimp Cocktail •Mike"
•
•
Stooks
board racial discrimination.
members
of
the
include
Go
On
The
Collegians
Matching Bags
of directors, professional etaff,
John F. Hatchett, assistant
We Also Serve
standing committee and the
professor of religion and phiVoting delegates to the national
•Hamburgers •Cheeseburgers
losophy at Bennett College,
tonvention.
Greensbro, N.C., has been seOPEN TO ALL
Special Prices For
lected to receive a teacher grant
In another action on Friday,
Parties—Club Meetings — Receptions—Ann'virsarics
from the Danforth F'oundetion
April 24, the convention also
DETROIT — (UPI) — Ford ing practices and promotion of St. Louis fr the 1964-65 acatook cognizance of the AssociJA 6.9989
ations' concern for further and Chrysler have agreed to procedures for Negro citizens demic year.
Cto.41•• E. Strong, Alp!
Call Per R•s•rvorions
study on its role and responsi- meet at a "mutually conven- in supervisory, professional,
bility as a Christian movement ient date" with the National technical, secretarial and enby voting establishment of a Association for the Advance- gineering classifications. As
national commission to work ment of Colored People to a United States government
closely with the local Associa- discuss job discrimination in contractor, your corporation
has an affirmative obligation
tions. The commission will ex- the auto industry.
Both companies agreed to to develop substantial emplore what is involved in be'ng a movement that is both the meetings asked yesterday ployment opportunities for all
Christian and open to all wom- by Herbert Hill, National La- citizens at all levels of reen and girls in communities bor Secretary of the NAACP. sponsibilty."
We Hove A Complete Line
with wide-spread religious following a civil rights dem
Of Garden Supplies
pluralism and many persons' ozutration in front of the Gen- Cat Takes Over Duties
Spring Time Is
eral Motors building.
of no religious faith.
LONDON — (UPI) — Peta, a
Planting Time
Hill sought the meetings in
The convention also adopted
black manx cat sent from the
a/Y4Fih
•Garden Seeds
among program priorities for telegrams to the board chairIsle of Man, will be handed
SCOTT
• Flower Seeds
HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF I
the next triennium a "deep- man of the industry's big
over to the home office for
ened recognition of the YWCA's three.
Pot
Flower
Plants
mouse-catching duties at a
General Motors Corp., the
responsibility for providing for
Insecticides & Fertilizers
Need a recipe for a gourmet entree that lets you spend
"semi-official" ceremony.
its members, opportunities to target of the demonstration.
She replaces Peter, the ace
more
time out of the kitchen? Try Carnation's new
receipt
of
the
acknowledged
increase their knowledge of
Across From
mouse-catcher who died in
One Dish Chicken 'n Gravy! Double-rich Carnation
the Christian faith as a basis diet* comment.
serThe
Post
Office
March,
and
a
civil
will
be
Evaporated Milk is the secret—it blends the delicious
for descerning life's meaning, Ford said Allen W. Merrell.
vant with an allowance of
flavors and creates a creamy country gravy as the
for making responsible per-, telegram but refused ImmoWhite poie de soie ready to
Open From 8 to 5:30
shillings and six-pence
two
sonal decisions and for engag- vic• president in charge of
chicken bakes! Always keep several of the familiar
(35 cents) a week.
tint to match your favorite
ing in civic responsibility and civil and governmental afcans handy on your kitchen ahelf.You'll use them often.
party frock. . .with spring, summer
fairs, would call Hill and arsocial action."
High on the priority listing range the meeting. Chrysler
weddings, parties and graduation
also is the furtherance of racial President Lynn A. Townsend
festivities due, you'll need this smart pump
integration in all aspects of replied in a telegram that said
Association work as well ae in William M. O'Brien, person... and at this price, you can buy several pairs!
communiites across the United nel vice president, would conChoose from medium or high heel ...also conies
States. Other items include tact Hill and set up a mutual:5 51:0.15lt et 4 in black poie de soie. Widths AAAA to B. Sizes. educational, employment and ly convenient meeting.
•,i-tql.f;
"
leisure, sex morality, world
Hill's telegram said, "The
4 to 11.
•
responsibility, social isolation NAACP is concerned with hirand higher education.
In the public affairs field,
work on the following also
MEMPHIS' FINEST—CAPRI.MANOR
were approved , financial support for the United Nations,
population growth, higher education, mobility and residence
Additional clubs which have
restrictions, and guidance and
registered with the Tri State
training.
Officers of the Association Defender's Club Directory:
Beauticians Excelsior Chapter:
• 2 Large Bedrooms
• Ceramic Tile Bath
Mrs. Margaret R. Pembroke.
• Living-Dining Room
• Serving Gar in Kitchen
ONE DISH CHICKEN 'N GRAVY
president.
• Built-in Oven & Range
• G-E Refrigerator
(Serves 6 to 8)
to
Congress!
HaIp Elect
Monalette's Social Club: Miss
• Fountain & Waterfall
• Large Parking Area
3 to 31
/
2 pounds frying
1 cup(4 ounces) grated
president.
Busby,
Betty
A.
•
Extra Large Closets
• Vanity in Bath Room
There is much to be done to help elect George Grider to
chicken pieces
process-Type cheese
Jenelle
Club:
Personette
Social
Congress to give Memphis and Shelby County the kind
• Central Heat & Air-Conditioning
T/4 teaspoon salt
/
1
4 cup flour
Gilliam. president.
of sober, dependable and respected leadership it needs
1/4 cup melted butter
teaspoon pepper
11-Star Social club: Mrs. Lillie
in Congress. Your abilities and energies ore needed.
Th cup undiluted
8 to 10 small rooked
M. Henderson, president.
Pitt out the teepee mid mail it — et call 274-1743.
CARNATION
Orchid. Art Thrift Club: Mrs.
onions
Ophelia Little, president.
EVAPORATED MILK
1/4 Pound sliced
GRIDER WORKSHOP
World-Wide Youth Organiza1 1OI/5-ouncit can cream
mushrooms
1334 Meows*, Memphis. Teen- 38104
tion: Lester L. Phillips, presiOne month free rent for those who qualify
of mushroom soup
Dash paprika
dent.
Make your application today
Coat chicken with flour. Amine'. chicken In single layer witlk
Jazzette Social Club: Miss Fay
skins down in melted butter in baking dish (7 1i x 12 x 2 incheal.
D. Hill, president.
Model Apt. open 1 til 6 Saturday & Sunday
Bake
uncovered in moderately hot oven (425°F.)for 30 minute&
La Juliette Social Club. Mrs.
Turn chicken, bake until brown. 15 to 20 minutes or until tender.
Drive to S. Parkway E., South on Castalia to Keltn•r
Sadie Claybon. president.
Pour off excess fat. Combine Carnation, soup, cheese, salt
Gay Ladies Social Club: Mrs.
Circle.
pepper. Add onions and mushrooms to chicken. Pour Carnation'
Ellen Ruthine. president
mixture' nveo-ohicken. Sprinkle with paprika. Cover dish with
Call: Mr. Banks 948-1872 — Mr. Thompson 683-5252
Sorosis Social Club: Mrs. Anfoil. Reduce ovk temperature to 325°F. add continue baking
president.
nie Mae Pettis,
for 15 to 20 minutes.
Friendly Ladles Social ChM:
Palftwel Adv,iirrisome& Niel Far flee ender cammaree. Ci e,sease T,eysurer
Mrs. Magnolia Worthen,
President.

Chicago Teenagers Feted
During Visit To Memphis

NEED MONEY?

YWCA Delegates Urged To Promote
Racial Integration At Ohio Meet

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

State Savings Bank

Germantown Girl
Teaches At Merry

Ford, Chrysler Agree
To Meet With NAACP

GEORGE GRIDER

WELCOME WEEK VII

USED CAR SHOPPERS BARGAINS-BARGAINS BUYS FOR EVERYONE
SPORTS
CARS - ALL MAKES, MODELS & COLORS

11111111

THREE REASONS-WELCOME WEEK - USED CAR SHOPPERS Earn Big Dividends, By Simply following Up This Weekly Display of Bargains
Better Values To The Customers

Lower Prices More and Better Cars To Choose from

BETTER BUY AT

STUDEBAKER MEMPHIS

SPRING USED CAR

2450
SUMMER

SALE

THE MUSTANG
IS HERE

PRICES REDUCED

OLDSMOBILE

$1495

'64 Cher

$1195

Colsny Park Station Wagon. 9•pass., one owner.
Full power,

Impala 4-door sedan. V•Ii, automatic drive, full
power and factory air cond. One owner. Low mileage. Tutone blue, like new. Still in new cur Warranty. Only 11,000 miles.

'61 Ford

'61 Ford

'59 Pont.

'1195

Stor Chief Sedan. Loaded with equipment.

'62 Cher

51895

Impala. Low mileage, automatic drive, power, sharp.

'59 Ford
'111 Falcon
Station Wagon.
automatic drive.

Deluxe model.

$3195

sl395

'61 Olds

2395

Dynamic Station Wagon, 4-door. Power steering and
brakes; factory air condition. New whitewall tires.
White with red top, burgundy interior. Low mileage
car.

'63 Olds

$1195

Cutlass F-85 Club Coupe. Radio and heater, 4.
speed transmission. White walls, beautiful white
finish with burgundy interior.

Luggage rack,

$1595

Catalina Station Wagon. Power. Automatic drive

LATE
'62 Pont

$2295
Bonneville Convertible.

'63 Stg. Ray •

'3495

One owner. Low mileage. Like new.

'62 Pont

'2395

Hardtop. Power steering & brakes
car in town.

Sharpest used

'61 Ford
2.door Hardtop. Straight stick. V.8 engine.
'“ Ford

. Fairlane '500' 2.door. One owner.

'62 Cher

$1795

Monza 4-door sedan. Radio and heater, automatic
drive, beautiful blue finish. A real vowel.

'61 Olds

MODELS

s1395

$1795

''98' 4-door sedan. White with red interior. Power
steerinwand brakes. Factory air cond. Electric
seats and windows. One owner Memphis car.

'61 Olds

$1495

'60 Olds

1961 Cher. Imp
4 Or. Sedan, Fully Equipp

s1595

1960 Cher. Imp. Cony
Real Nice, Power Stern. Autom

s1395

poi
Ma
mix
the
wo
shi
HU
•
itS

1963 Aranti
4 Speed Trans., Super Charged, R .H.

$3200

1964 Avanti
Full Power, Air Cond. 800 Miles

54650

OLDSMOBILE

ROI

Bonneville 4.door Hardtop. Very low mileage. Like
New.

'63 Olds

lit Carnet

1495

$1695

4.door. Block with red interior. Automatic drive

NO MONEY DOWN

1963 Lark
$1595
4 Or. Sedan, Autom., Trans., R.H., Like New
5,000 Miles

1963 Startire Corm
$3795
R. H. Autom. Air Cond. New Tires

1962 Pont., Temp
4 Dr., Autom. Trans., R.H.,

1958 Olds. Super 88
Holiday, R.H., P.S., Air Cond.

$1395

'55 Olds
4-door Sedan.

$99

'5: Ford
4-door. Runs good.
58 Fird

2-door, automatic drive.

'63 Olds

2795

F•85 Club Coupe. Radio and heater, automatic
drive, console transmission, power steering and
brakes, factory air cond. Maroon finish.

$2395

Windsor 4.door. Automatic drive, radio and heater,
power steering and brakes. Nice.

'62 Cher

s1995

$295

'63 Olds
$2995
Cutlass convertible. Maroon. Fully equipped includ-

$395

ing factory air condition and full power.
new car warranty. 6,000 actual miles.

'61 Olds

'56 Cad

Belvedere 4-door Hardtop.

Still in

$1595

'495

Super "88' 4.door hardtop.
Radio and heater,
power steering and brakes. Beautiful green finish.

'595

'60 Pontiac

Air condition.
'59 Plym.
'51 Cher.
Station Wagon. V-8, automatic drive.

695

'59 Ford

2100

1963 Olds, Super 88
2995
4 Dr. Sedan, P.B.S., R.H., Beautiful Lite Green
Air Condition

wit
rel
tho
kn

1961 Renault Oolphine.

'595
1095

1962 Olds. F-85
$1695
2 Dr. Sedan Autom., R.H., W.S.W.

ma
t
to
Ye

1963 Austin
6,000 Miles, Showroom New

1960 Cher
Imp. R.H., Autom. P.S., Air Cond.

5495

Air condition.
'62 Falcon
Deluxe model. Automatic drive.

s795
1145

HER
FF
FO
RD
2450 SUMMER
Open Nifes

soq e

458-1151

scO e

$ 1395

1962 Falcon

$1295

'63

it

53595

Stanf ire Coupe. Full power, factory air condition,
electric windows and seats. Beautiful midnight
blue with white leather interior. Extremely sharp.

'62 Olds

$2245

Dynamic "88' 4-door sedan. Power steering and
brakes, factory air condition. A clean low mileage
car. One owner. Beautiful white.

CREDIT

PRYOR OLDSMOBILE
SI

)011It

FA 3-5556

4110 Plii
fOr
te

$895

1959 Olds. 884 Dr
Autom, R.N., P.S.B., Air Cond.

$1195

th
he

thi
ju

1963 Lark
4 Or. Overdrive Transm, R.N., Air Cond

$1695

1961 Olds. Cony

'1995

to
ju
le
la
re

FREE OIL
;
1-- As Long As You Own The Car!

1962 Lard, 2 Dr., H T
Bucket Seats, Autom. R.H.,

ft
1295

Brand New Studebakers
We Have New Cars Priced
Starting at 1797"
FREE Prize With Every
Demonstration Ride. See One
of these Courteous Salesmen

LEON WEBSTER
or
BOBBY SHELBY

$2195

1960 Olds. 88
4 Dr., Sedan R.N., Autom. P.S.B., Factory Air
1959 Olds. Cony
R.H., Automatic, P.B.S.

$1895

1962 Olds. 88 Coupe
R.H., Autom. New W.S.W.

$1095

1961 Buick Skylark
Coupe, Autom., R.H., P. .B.

1195

1960 Dodge
Autom., R.N., P.S., Factory Air

$2195

1960 Olds. 88 Coupe
Automatic, R.N., P.S.B.

5
995

1962 Olds. 88 4 Or
Autom., R.N., Factory Air

5
595

1959 Olds. 88 Coupe
Automatic, R.H.

$1795

1958 Olds
98 —4 Dr., H.T., Autom., R.N., P.S.B.

'595

1963 Ford Fairlane
500 — 4 Dr., Sedan, Autom., R.H., Clean
Inside and Out

'1795

MANY MORE FROM WHICH TO CHOOSE

NO MONEY DOWN
ON APPROWlt

•

2 Or., Sedan, Stick, Trans.

Catalina 4.door Sedan. Power steering and brakes,
radio and heater. Fully eqpd. A tremendous buy.

Galaxie Sedan.
'60 Ford

El

Super.88, Full Power

5395

Victoria Sedan.
'57 Olds.

$2995

Impala 2.door hardtop. V•8, automatic drive, radio
and heater, power steering and brakes, nice. Beau•
tiful white with red interior,

Straight Stick.
'56 Ford

$795

1963 Ford Gal .
(500) Conv. 390 Eng. 4 Speed Trans.

Tell Your Deal
We'll Work With You

Super 88 4-door hardtop. White finish. Fully equipped including full power. One owner car. 8,900
actual miles. Still in factory warranty.

'63 Chrys
$395

acc
has
ed
ber
one
wa
ed
dar
lie

$1595

Several '56 & '57 Oldsmobiles in Stock

$1095

'60 Pint

pie
firs
yar
dist

1963 Cher. Pickup
Tutone Finish, R.H.

$2195

Classic Station Wagon.

son.

bad
wisfoli

$399

1958 Olds

$ 1495

"88" Holiday Coupe. Radio and heater, full power
advantages including power steering and brakes.
kbeautiful car.

1895

'83-flamb

!_!

s1895

Ian
last
cotn

EVERYTHING
GOES!

'1295

2.cloar Hardtops. One automatic drive ond one strt.
sttck. Bath V-8. Take your pick.

11/31 !I

1963 Fairlane
(500) V-8, R. H. Automatic

F-85 4.door sedan. Radio and heater, automatic
drive. A tremendous buy at this low price.

Super Sport V.I3, stick, red w,th black bucket seats.

'63 Cher

2295

$1795

'63 Cher

'60 Pont

15
Ma

Full Power & Air Cond.

4.door. Goloxie. Radio and heater, automatic drive,
power steering. A fine car.

$1095
Galaxie 4.door sedan. Like new.

ha
foU

'1495

1963 Ford Gal
(500) 1,000 Actual Miles, Like New

Bel Air 4.door. Power steer., V•8, automatic drive.

$1595

ed
for

Real Nice

$1595

Country Sedan Station Wagon.

Sta

Fairlane (500)

Bonneville 4-door Hardtop. Like New.

'59 Men

OFF...

'1495

1963 Ford

1895

Goloxie. Automatic drive, power steering.

FROM THE
linT CORNER
1963 V. Wagon

SPRING
CLEARANCE'SALE

'61 Ford

tale
ililI
NI
Una
trio
abo
cept
nix
A
S.

THE LID'S

See The All New
1964 MUSTANG
Now On Display

'62 Cher.

•

I Fair
• D ealing with People-Who Appreciate Your Business
IMemememe.

PRYOR'S JACK CHAMBLIN'S

HERFF FORD

11 Pont

1

JACKSTUDEBACHAM
BLIN
'S
KER MEMPHIS
2153 Control at Cooper
BR 2-9671

Check These Prices & Cars Before You Go Anywhere

Russell Reeves
OLDSMOBILE

962 Union

BR 6-6613
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LeMoyne Athletes To
Hear Sports Writers

SPORTS
HORIZON

41

Two of Memphis' better Johnson will make awards ird
known sports authorities will the local LeMoyne Alumni
figure prominently at Le- Club will present trophiesCto
players.
Moyne College's 'annual ath- Robert M.
Ratcliffe, pule
letic banquet this Friday relations director and aludni
night, May 15, in the Commons executive officer for -the 01lege, is chairman of the banon campus.
William G. (Bill) Little, quet.
Miss Layette Glover, phibasketball and baseball coach
at Douglass High School, will eel education instructor, qui
be the featured speaker. Sam- members of the pep scasd
uel R. Brown, local sports and drill team will change ler
writer and government em- the Commons into a banceet
ploye, will be the toastmaster. hall.
Brown, a man with many
jokes and funny stories, is one
of the city's top-rated toastmasters. He is sports editor of
the Memphis World, a sports
writer fur The Commercial
Appeal and an alumnus of LeMoyne.
Youthful Little, a 1957. graduate of LeMoyne, on several
occasions has proved his ability to capture and hold an
audience. Ile starred in basketball at LeMoyne and is one
of Memphis' most successful
high school coaches. He also
officiates football and basketball games and serves as
sports editor of The Tri-State
Defender.
The banquet will pay tribute to members of LeMoyne's
basketball team, track and
cross-country squads.
LeMoyne Coach Jerry C.
W. 0. LITTLE
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MANASSAS THINCLADS
in the pole vault and Dennis
SECOND
Brewer's 51.3 in the 440, which
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A tied the mark set by another
talented record breaking con- Manassas runner, William Wiltingent of West Tennessee lingham. Three entrants In the
track and field stars won 'hotpot broke the old record
about everything in sight ex- of 47 feet. James Raybond of
cept the team title in the Ten- Burt, pushed the mark to 49
nessee High School Athletic feet, 7 inches.
Association meet held last CAGE CLINICS
Saturday afternoon on the new In a talk with A & I basketasphalt Tennessee A & 1 ball Coach Harold Hunter, a
State Oval.
proposed series of clinics to
Chattanooga's Howard scor- be held in Memphis this sumed 26 points to edge Manassas mer was discussed. Details of
for the championship. The the plan will be given when
hard-luck Tigers had 21 points, dates and sites can be worked
followed by Melrose's 20, and out. Coach Hunter is interested
15 chalked up by Douglass. in doing more recruiting in
Manassas could have won the Tennessee and is willing to
crown but high hurdler, Oak- give whatever time necessary
land Hobbs, crashed into the that will enhance the developlast hurdle and was unable to ment of the cage program all
finish the race. Hobbs had a over the state.
commanding lead over the PLAY-OFFS SCHEDULED
winner, James Boyd of PatterThe basketball play-offs in
son. Hobbs wasn't injured the Prep and the Bluff City
badly.
Junior High Leagues, will pull
Chattanooga's Howard got a the curtain on the scholastic
NEW OFFICERS
point for placing fourth and competition. Porter and Corry
New officers of the local Frontiers International Service
Manassas missed a sure five. are scheduled for a best two
after he (Wade) installed the new officers. Dr. E. Frank
No one realized that the of three games showdown this
club were installed for the 1964 term during a luncheonWhite, next to Wade, was reelected treasurer. Next to
mishap in the high hurdles, week (Tuesday, Wednesday,
meeting at Universal Life Insurance Building last week.
President Arnold Is Ernest B. Payne, assistant secretary,
the first event on the program, Thursday) at Lincoln Park
Above, Lawrence S. Wade at the left, is handing the new
and Thaddeus T. Stokes vice president. Reelected secrewould decide the champion- with the Prep League's fourpresident, Johnny Arnold. a membership list, Immediately
tary was J. T. Chandler, who was absent.
ship.
team runoff slated to comHURD TRIPLES AGAIN
mence Monday, May 18th.
Manassas was led again by
Freshman quarterback HowIts super star, William Hurd. ard Finley of Booker T. WashThe loose muscled junior com- ington, fired three touchdown
pleted the cycle of finishing passes to lead the Whites to
One of the featured activi- and students of Lipcoln school one — is to be carried out, it
first in the low hurdles, 100- a 37-12 victory over the Blues
must be through education
ties of Lincoln Junior High is "if the Misdeal- Dream
yard dash, and the 220 in the in the annual spring footballl
school's Career Week was an equal opportunities for every- and training."
spring
district, region and state. The game that culminates
inspirational address by Rev
amazing thing about Hurd's practice a, Tennessee State.
James A. McDaniel, head of
accomplishments is that he
Finley threw 12, 18, and 26
the local Urban League and
hasn't been seriously challeng- yard scores to Maurice McWhen St. Anthony Home Robinson and Thaddeus
ed Hurd topped the low tim- Donald, Ed Haverty. and John
pastor of Bethel Presbyterian and School association gave Home, president of the assober in 20.5 seconds to break Robinson.
its annual family dinner re- ciation, who made • donation
church.
one of the eight records that
Allen Robinson went 95
cently, Dr. L. W. Diggs, a re- to the Sickle Cell Foundation.
He spolsr -ort-vocational guidwas set on the fast, rubberiz- yards with a kick-off to put
searcher in sickle cell anemia
ance and the challenge that It at a local hospital, was the
ed track. It broke the old stan- the game out of reach.
Strawberries For Sale
offers to American Negroes,
dard of 21.3 set last year by
Nolan Smith, punt return
featured speaker.
WISBECH, England —(UPI)
Henry Watkins of Pearl. _ _ specialist who is remembered
The previous day, an orienta- Music was supplied by Mrs.
—The first strawberries of the
upset
TD
that
84-yard
for
his
tion
period on "Choosing an Anita Suggs, a soloist. She
EIGHT RECORDS BROICZN
Occupation," was held for each was accompanied by her moth- seasOn were auctioned here.
Douglass set two records Florida, picked up a fumbled
yards
scampered
90
and
punt
grade.
er, Mrs. Kendall Crawford. The price was $2.62 to $4.48
with a fast 3:27 in the mile
Sentiment of the faculty Speaking briefly was H. W. a pound (or 28 cents an ounce).
relay and a 1:59 880 by An- for a Blues' score.
ARMY COMMENDATION MEDAL
Coach John Merritt was
thony Jones. The foursome
FORT DEVENS — Sergeant First Class William E. Carr,
knocked five seconds off the very elated with Finley's pernoncommissioned officer in charge of the Fkprt Devens
mark set last year by Hamil- formance and immediately angolf course and special services winter activities, receives
ton. Eddie Howard of Hamil- nounced that he'd be the numton set the 880 record last ber one candidate for the quarthe Army Commendation Medal from Major General Benterback post.
year at 2:03.
jamin F. Evans, Jr.. commanding general. XIII U. S. Army
seeing
acMemphians
Other
Melrose also got in on a
Corps and Fort Elevens. Stg. Carr, who retired from active
pair of record breaking per- tion were Eddie Bolden, Dougduty on April 30 after 20 years of services, will make his
formances. The medley relay lass; Charles Lee, Washington;
home at 288 Honduras Drive, Memphis, Tenn., with his
McRae, and Odell
team's 1:36 time was a sec- Frank
mother. Mrs. Contola Christmas. During World War II,
Smith,
Jerry
Manassas;
Swift,
Booker
T.
better
than
ond
Sgt. Carr served in France, Germany, and Okinawa. DurWashington's 1963 record. Bob- Hamilton; and Charles Wright,
ing the Korean Conflict he was awarded the Bronze Star
/
2 Lester.
by Smith cleared 6 feet, 31
for Valor. He also participated in the Lebanon Crisis in
inches to set a new mark in
1958. Sgt. Carr will spend his summers working as a greens
the high jump. Watkins, who
keeper at the Drake Country Club in Spencer, Mass.
held three state records before
this year's meet, held the high
jump record with a 6-2 jump.
Smith beat out WashingDunn Avenue has scheduled
ton's J. W. Brown in the broad its last meeting of this school
lump, with a 20 feet 114 inch term for Wednesday, May 20. New opportunities to apply ed in professional nurse posileap. Brown won the event Main item on the agenda is for Federal employment in tions with starting salaries of
last year and holds the state a report for the State PTA professional nurse positions $4,690; $5,235; and $5,795.
Consolidated Board Anrecord of 22 feet, 3 inches.
convention held in Knoxville opened this week.
Nineteen Boards of U. S. nouncement No. 2(64) issued
Other records included a recently.
fine 11 feet, 9 inches recorded
All parents and patrons are Civil Service Examiners in on May 11, 1964, lists the
Federal Ageocies throughout places of employment and
by Brownsville's William King urged to attend.
the southeast and the Atlanta gives instructions concerning
•11•1111•111•111•1111111111111•111111•1111111•11111111•111111101 Regional Office, U. S. Civil the filing of applications.
a Service Commission, announ- For further details, consult
•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•ced that applications will be the Civil Service Examiner-in:
•
accepted until further notice Charge at the Memphis main ,
from persons who are interest- Post Office.

• •

Career Week At Lincoln Stress 'Opportunities'

•

St. Anthony Holds Family Dinner

4

Nurses Needed For Federal Jobs

!CAR
WASH $1 Iia
a

•

a
II

•
•

•
•

0

SAM BROWN

•

Last PTA Meeting
At Dunn Avenue

4

Sit. Sr Sm. $1.25
Sit. Oesn 8 AAA* 6 rm.
Me. Oms I AN. to 2 P.M.

8 AMA P.M.
Monday

,

•
x
I

thru

I
as

Friday

•
▪ SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :
as
a
• 3100 Summer at Baltic
:
PlamismiiimaseasiammaismaimmiamE

MIDWAY
LIQUOR STORE
JA 6-9963

355 Beale St.

the

eyes
have
it!
(over all other vodkas')

&ado ea/utecied 7ime

i5

Eocenteastiot9, 71fice

The best in liquors:
Vodka

Bourbon

Wine -

Scotch
Gin

-

Mixed or Whole-cases

Priced at a saving

•

Zadia 9fivered

MIDWAY LIQUOR STORE
Beale St. at 4th St.

a

Dark Eyes has
that special touch
of dryness that
makes h the
preferred vodka
in Memphis.
Light as a whisper.
Taste for yourself.
GREAT
FAVORITE
IN MEMPHIS

op1/411}{CYes

Viceroy's got the Deep-Weave Filter
and the taste that's right!

47

CA

4 611111 PPt, RISTIllINC

is scientifically made
to taste the way you'd like a
filter cigarette to taste.
Not too strong...not too light...
Viceroy's got‘the_taste_that's right.
Viceroy

SMOKE'ALL
Smoke all seven filter brands
and you'll agree: some test!
.
too strong ... while others
taste too light. But Viceroy—
with the Deep-Weave Filter—
tastes the way you'd like a filter
cigarette to taste. Thai's rightt
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Says South To
NAACP Not Infiltrated Urge Selective Buying Solve
Its Race
By Reds,Says Lewis
In Auto RacialBattle Problems First

Jasper Dorsey, managed.
There is no basis at all for munists are not needed to stir DETROIT - (UPI) - The representatives of the compa- WASHINGTON - (UPI) government relations of A.T.
the recent insinuation by J. up Negroes to demonstrate in National Association for the Ad- nies to discuss what he de. Eugene Patterson, a
new
& T. in Washington, D.C., will
Edgar Hoover, director a the this country against racial in- vancement of Colored People scribed as discrimination in hir- member of
the Civil Rights
be the principal speaker at
Federal B ureau of Investiga- justice.
carried its fight against racial ing.
the 38th annual meeting of the
that
tion. that Communists have in- "The NAACP has grown discrimination to the auto in- Hill said a similar telegram Commission, predicted
Tennessee Chapter of the Telefiltrated the Negro civil rights greatly. We had a 29 per cent dustry big three-General Mo- was sent to Frederic G. Don- the South will lead the nation
phone Pioneers of America in
movement to stir up demon- Increase in membership in 1963 tors, Ford and Chrysler.
ner, board chairman of Gener- in settling racial problems.
Gatlinburg, May 15-16, anstrations.
compared with 1962, and the Herbert Hill, NAACP labor al Motors.
Patterson, editor of the Atnounced Ben 0. Harmon, of
This answer was made last largest income and expendi- secretary, said he sent tele- Hill said any plans to picket lanta
Constitution, told the
Nashville, president Of the
week by Albert Baker Lewis, tures in our history. Naturally grams to the heads of Chrys- Ford and Chrysler would be Womens
National Democratic
Tennessee Chapter.
national treasurer of the NAA- we have therefore taken a ler and Ford following civil contingent 'on what comes out
Club
he
believed a "final,
Other speakers at the meetR following the charge by the stronger and more successful rights demonstration at the of these meetings."
ing will include L. B. Shelley,
good-faith settlement will come
FBI director.
stand against segregation and General Motors building.
Ford and Chrysler spokesmen
Southern
Bell assistant vice
first in the South."
"Mr. Hoover knows very well discrimination, by political Hill said the
telegrams went said no such wire had been reJASPER DORSEY
president and a national vice
that the NAACP excludes from Pressure, by demonstrations, to George H. Love,
He said Dixie is finding the ' -Chrysler ceived.
Ipresident
of
the Pioneer ormembership those who follow and by negotiations. in every
board chairman, and Henry GM faced veiled threats of a end of racial discrimination
ganization from Atlanta, and
the Communist line," Lewis de- aspect of our social life.
selective buying campaign by "far easier
W. C. Bauer, Tennessee vice
than he had fearFord, II, chairman, and asked civil rights groups following the
tared.
EXAGGERATED
president and genera/ manager
ed" while other sections are
"In his book, 'Masters of De- Lewis explained that Hoov- for immediate meetings with demonstration.
from Nashville.
ceit,' he specifically stated that er's remarks were made while
encountering greater diffiDorsey, a native of Marietta, ak
he NAACP does that. Com- he was testifying before a Conculty.
Ga., is a graduate of the Unimunists have in no way influ- gressional committee trying to
The nation is making proversity of Georgia with majors
enced our support for vigorous get Congress to appropriate
in both journalism and law.
gress in race relations, he said,
demonstrations throughout the more money for the FBI, and
"but we are now finding a na-' LEXINGTON, Miss - (UPI) He began his telephone career
country whenever demonstra- he therefore • exaggerated the
Atlanta in 1937.
tions are necessary to get those Communist influence.
'tional problem and not just a An outspoken woman weekly in
In 1968, he was named asin political power to take real The FBI director was possi- clubs to break up a rowdy demonstration
newspaper editor finds it ciffi)Southern one."
about
by
200
sistant vice president, public
measures to end racial segrega- bly stung by criticism that his
Patterson, appointed to the cult to believe she won a pulit- relations of Southern Bell, and
tion and discrimination," he agency has done nothing to Negroes and whites who staged a sit-down demonstrain 1961 was promoted to his
prize.
zer
Civil Rights Commission by
added.
top bombings and the outright tration in a street outside a segregated restaurant.
REDS IN OTHERS
' President Johnson, said "vici- Mrs. Haze'. -Brannon Smith, present position.
assassination of civil rights
At least five demonstrators were beaten and arAbout 400 pioneers-repreLewis said that it is quite Workers In the South. Lewis
ous racialism" is dying in the who has battled a wave of seg• senting the
seven councils
rested when they sniffled with
possible that the Congress of said.
main,
perhaps
entire
regationist
states."
sentiment, said she that comprise the 2,500-memRacial Equality and the Stu- Undercover agents could police who attempted to break ordinating Committee.
Asst. Police Chief Braxton He said his home town had "never really thought a weekly ber Tennessee chapter are exdent Non-Violent Coordinating have been sent into the ranks up the protest which blocked
said McKinney "attacked desegregated "practically ev- editor could ever win one (Pu- pected to attend the two-day
Committee have been infiltrat- f the Ku Klux Klan and White traffic along the major thor- Duke
me" when the officer ordereci ery facet of life" and integra- litzer Prize)
meeting.
ed by the Communists, but that Citizens Councils and plots oughfare (West End Ave.)
in Mississippi."
middle of the tion of each additional facility
the NAACP always expels them which have resulted in the About 40 police officers, most him from the
But
Mrs.
Smith,
editor
and
is
greeted
with
"an
astonishstreet,
Smushed Pie —
'because we know that Com- deaths of such men as Medgar of them with clubs drawn,
publisher of the Lexington Ad- HILLSIDE, N. J. -(UPI)Witnesses said McKinney then ing sense of relife."
munists are loyal to Russia first Evers, Rev. George W. Lee in pushed, shoved and scuffled
vertiser,
officers
several
was
with
scuffled
awarded
the A policeman rushed up with
Segregation is no longer
and always, and have no true Belzoni. Miss., and Mr. and with the demonstrators and
and during the struggle was a "political necessity" In prize for her "steadfast adher. a first aid kit when Edward
loyalty to any other group or Mrs. Harry Moore in Florida forced them into a sidestreet
ence
to
ground.
her
editorial
to
dubbed
the
Georgia,
duties
said
in Dumphy, 55, of New York
Patterson preabout a block from a restaurpolicy in the U. S."
could have been learned ahead
ant where the protest began.. Several other cemonstrators dicting a change in the the face of great pressure and emerged from his overturned
At present, he said, the Corn- f time. Lewis stated.
bakery truck with his face
Several downtown restaurants rushed to help McKinney. At South's attitude will be re- opposition."
Her longtime editorial cru- covered with what appeared
were picketed in protest of their least four were struck by clubs flected in the action of its
and herded into a patrol wagon. politicians. He said changes sade has resulted in a boycott to be blood.
segregation policies.
Violence broke out when a po- Duke said McKinney, would had already been noted in by all the local advertisers in But the officer found Dumlice official attempted to arrest be charged with "asault and bat- Sen. Richard B. Russell, 11- her paper here and in three phy licking strawberry and
Lester McKinney, an official tery on me, and with resisting Ga., and Herman E. Tal- other weeklies she owns in Mis- cherry pie filling from his
madge, DGa,
sissippi.
of the Student Non-Violent Co- arrest."
lips.
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Sargent Shriver Raps
GOP Anti-Poverty Bill

NASHVILLE -People from
al walks of life mourned the
death last week of Dr. Major
Franklin Spaulding, dean of
the school of agriculture and
home economics of TennesNAACP Probed, Too?
see A. and I State university.
WASHINGTON - (UPI) - sen, ranking Republican memPALISADE, N. J. - (UPI)
The widely respected plant The House Labor Committee ber of the committee, introducscientist died unexpectedly of received a Republican version ed the GOP bill described as - Animated figures dressed as
a heart attack in Chattanooga of the War-On-Poverty Bill, a "major alternative" to Presi- a straw-hatted, striped-jacketin the home of Father Robert promptly touching off a fight dent Johnson's poverty pack- ed minstrel band outside the ,
show boat funhouse at PaliB. Hunter. He and
Mrs. with Peace Corps Director age.
sades Amusement Park looked
Spaulding were returning Sargent Shriver in the thick of It was emphasize
state and so life-like that the musicians
home here from Miami Beach, t.
local rather than federal ac- union sent a delegation
to in- ,
Fla., where he had spoken at Rep. Peter H. B. Frelinghuy- tion.
5 ACRES FOR SALE
vestigate whether a new band I
the regional meeting of SouthComplete Skii-Rig, won3108 N. Germantown Road north of
Shriver, whom President'had been hired by the park
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War On Poverty, was testifyTwo Bedrooms, Living Room, Gibbs. Jr.
Grant Colleges.
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ing on the administration plan
Dining Room, Bath& Kitchen
Final rites were said Fri•
3 Room Frame, Duplexes
when Frelinghuysen's alterna- Don't Try It In Chi
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Two
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manual
day at the Clack Memorial
$32.00 per month
PIANO FOR SALE
tive was disclosed.
ORGANS and BenCHURCH
LUBBOCK, Tex.-(UPI)- Heat and Water Furnished.
Methodist church here. The
Must have Rtference. Apply ches. Perfect condition.
Call BR 2-2115
Small
Spineit
The Peace corps director Recently elected Mayor Max
Style
Piano
Rev. Alexander M. Anderson,
Apartment 19. Joe Branch.
Call 323-8455.
New Conditioned
pastor, officiated, assisted by McComb, Miss, - Authorities criticized the GOP bill as in- Tidmore of Lubbock went to
Father C. H. Cowan, Vicar of were investigating an explosion flexible and ignited the debate the city hall to be sworn in.
HOUSE FOR RENT
Terms S149.00
WANTED: Records of
Holy Trinity Episcopal church, which damaged a barbershop that generated several icy ex- When he returned to his car, FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
710
Madison 7 rooms and bath
523-1831
Phone
and his stepson, Father Robert operated by Negro leader Cur. changes between Frelirighuy- it had a ticket on it for over- $6.50 w••kly. Utilities included.
$50.00 a month, apply 726 dik
Working woman or mon, 547 Dutro. Memphis J..ig Band and
parking.
sen and himself.
B. Hunter, Vicar of St. Mary is C. Bryant.
JAckson 6.0176
Madison. See Mr. E. Woodside W
other Jazz, Blues, pre-1930
the Virgin Episcopal church, Bryant said some type of
recordings, 78's. Fair price
bomb was hurled through a
Chattanooga.
Memorial services were held plate-glass window and officers
HOUSE FOR SALE
offered plus mailing char.
at Tennessee A. and I State founC a piece of pipe believed
19 E. Dempster
ges.
Send
list,
Artists.
4 rooms — 3 rooms FHA
20 room hotel
University when thousands to be part of a homemade ex50-150 lots
plosive.
viewed the body, and Dr. WilCatalogue numbers, to: '
53,000 for each house,
Centrally located
liam J. Simmons, university JACKSON, Miss. - Sherif!
Near
Car
lines-Coll
day or night
Caswell
.
2 5 2 Queens
946,5052
Fred Pickett said a white susister, officiated.
including entire first floor and bar.
bridge
Road,
London,
E.8.,
Dr. Spaulding, a native of premacist group will not be perAll completely furnished. For details
IS BACK FROM JERUSALEM, THE LAND OF
Clirkton, N.C., was graduated mitted to use the Hinds County
write Box 3083
Cleveland 20, Ohio England.
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crfrom A. and T. College at Courthouse for future meetGUARANTEED N. Y. LIVE-IN MAII
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Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly?

Panel.
Other survivors include four
sisters, Mrs. Mattie S. CampClarkton, N.C.: Mrs. Cartie S. Wilson. Graham. N.C.;
Elsie S. Moore. Kinston,
N.C.; Mrs. Agnes S. Hill, Fayetteville, N.C.: and two brothers. Cephas Whiteville, N.C.,
and Dow Spaulding. Graham,
N,C.

ars.

Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
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